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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
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TAN PUTTKN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi-
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clnw, Painty Oil., etc,. Proprietor of Dr. W.
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The sad news of the

death of

Dr\

bl> llne- Witb a rair amount himself so well at the recent examination Robert B. Best was flashed through this
of advertising in the News his business
in Grand Rapids for appointment as cadet city on last Monday afternoon and was
will prosper.
to the U. S. MilitaryAcademy at West everywheremet with words of regret.

,

Point. The object of no especialfavor, The doctor expired at his home on Ninth
l^uti uppimis utjuiygrtlsement
Dr. J. A. Mabbs, of Fillmore, who o exceed by fifteen points in mental ex- street, after a short Illness of three days,
^ill
be
minatlon one of the graduates elect of the at 4:80 Monday afternoon. His brother,
will locate in this city. The doctor is unrand Rapids school, does considerable Dr. L. E. Best, of Grand Rapids,* at- /
The new buildings in coarse of erec- able to procure a home hero yet and will
onor,
not only to William, but to those tended him and his diagnosis of tbe disease /
lion in this city are progressing finely and delay moving his family here uatil later,
nterested
iu him.
was congestion of the lungs and brain fe/
ground has been broke for two more ibis His office will be at lbe drug store of H.

accepted by the government and
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ho
h„ nram nt mon
soon
occupied by
crew of men.
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“There Is no death— the itsrs go down,
To riee upon some fairer Shore.
And bright in Heaven'sJeweled crown
They ihlne forevermoje.
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to produce theParkat 10:45 a.m. and leaving

done good

barbers, moved his family to

Office Lovett’s Block, opp. Sweet’s Hotel,

-DKAOII, W.

month,

Mr. P. Schravesande,one of the

Insurance, Heal Estate and Loan Agent.

GRAND
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on the
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to arrive at

here in the near future, for the city at 4:15 p.m. This time of run-

street sprinkler has

vice

In sums to suit on productive Real Estate.

made

West

claimed to be the best in the mar- Leathers, W. A. Bralth, A. Meigs, J.
is well worthy of inspection. Call Miner, J. 8. Long. Bcott & Williams, E.
H. Poole, C. Angell, Loren Day, H. N.
ind see them and we feel assured that
Moore, W. H. Nelson, I. N. Letts, L. G.
*ou will have no other in your house.
Duntnn.J. D. Lacey, O. A. Ward, J. B.
Griswold, C. L. Ives, G. G. Briggi, E.
Yesterday,Friday, Capt. Ed. J. Har- H. Foote. J. McIntyre, E. T. Nelson,
rington gave the members of the Macata- Putnam & Brooks, C. R. Sligh, Cbarlea
wa Park Association, the press of the city, W. Wright, A. H. Heutig, Jultui Houseman, Joseph Berles, Frank L. Noble,
and a number of the prominent business John Caulfield,E. V. Taylor, M. R.
men, a free ride on bis elegantly fitted out Blssell,H. D. Brown, L. T. Kinney,
steamer. Owing to its being our press Geo. R. Mayhew, F. Loettgert,Eliaa Matday we were unable to accompany the ter, Darwin D. Cody, A. A.Crippen, H.
B. Hill, Bnlkley, Lemon & Hoops, C.
party on this trip. We understand, how- N. Dyer, Enos Putnam, D. C.
ever, that a most enjoyable time was bad, wood, R. C. Luce, G. K. Johnson, Hep
with a good big dinner at mine host rick & Randall, Geo. L. Beamer, Sherwood Hall, H. M Reynolds,0. F. Hatch,
Ryder’s thrown in. The captain always
H. G. Olmestead, 8. J. Osgood, C. E.
tries to entertain and accommodate his Belknap, M. L. Sweet, Wm. A. Berkey
passengers and never fails. In a future Furniture Co., 0. 8. Waters and James
issue of the News we will try to enumor W. Eno, of Grand Rapids, and H. B.
Streeter and C. H. Adams, of Allegan.
fcte some of the Improvements on the
;et

f
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the river this week.

Michigan

for the season.
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,tor is

Macatawa House, Macatawa Grove,
House will be kept

open
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llshed wlthont charge for subscribers.
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day evening, May 18, 1886, the sixth
Notice about Ice In anniversary of the marriage of Mr. and
1 Mrs. W. P. Scott will be commemorated

column.
cheap. are
the Special

another
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$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at *ix months.
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all
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ivJL kinds of Furnltnro, Curtains, Wall Pape:
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc.; River 8L
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Walsh whenu. calls may bo
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ver. It has been
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for

meat intimate friends,

some time, "ty

that he

was over-

Oscar Willyakd has started a Livery
generally observed throughout this land,
worked and he was continuallyurged by
Stable at Hamilton and will serve the
We understandthat Dr. 0. N. Moon, of but until now always neglected In Rol- them to take rest-fa short vacation—but
Qenera •Oialsn.
public in his vicinity with good “rigs'1 Fennville,contemplatesmoving to Hol- and, Rev. H. D. Jordan will on Sunday,
without avail. He could not break away
YTAN PUTTEN, G. & SONS, GenernlDealers in when needed,
land and will commence the practice of May 80th, next, preach a sermon approv Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery.Hats and
from the desire he had to do all that be
Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc. River street. | -pHE tUg Twl-Light makes regular I me^cine here. The doctor has for eight priate to the Memorial exercises to be obcould to relieve the distress of those he
served on the day following. The memtrips between this city and Saugatuck in year resided in this immediate neighHotels,

knew were suffering and needed bis kind
bers of A. C. Van Raalte Post, G. A. R.,
borhood and needs no recommendation at
attention and skillful treatment which he
and all tbe old soldiers, not members of
I our hands, lie has been very successful
was ever ready to give to his many friends
cated in the business center of the town and has
in treating disease and will undoubtedly tbe Post, and their families, are invited
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the
and patisms in this entire section. The
and expectedto attend. The soldiersare
state, Free bos in connection with the hotel.
It is hoped that we have seen the worst build up a large practice In this city.
funeral occurred at his late residence on
requested to meet at 10 o'clock in the foiepU(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.of 1110 8lrik0s for this season and that
Thursday yternoon last and was under
Locatednear the o. & w. M. R’y depot, has something may yet be earned to keep the
Among the many improvements that noon at their Post room and in a body
good facilities lor the traveling public, and Its
. ___
the direct charge of Unity Lodge No.
have been made around the depot during march to the Methodist Church. In betable Is unsurpassed, Free hack for accommo- | wolf from the door next winter,
101, F. and A. M. of which order he
datlon of guests.
the past week is the placing of a “head- ball of the Post at this place a cordial inwas an honored member, having served
The Board of Review will be In ses- light” at both ends of the long platform vitation is extended to all the ex-soldiers
Livery as! Sale Stabler
as Master of tbe Lodge in 1884. The
vyiBBELlNK.j.H., Livery and Sale btable: 8lon in tbe c°UQcil rooms next Monday, around the building. These lights illu- residingin this place and vicinity to atservices
were largely ottended by his
iN Ninth street, near Market.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Look minate the whole premises and is a great tend these services.
numerous friends who surroundedthe
to your assessment then or hold your convenience to the traveling public who
Xasufaeterlei,
Nillt, Shops, Xtc.
Last
Sunday
some
of the young men of house and filled the yard and street in
| retch this station after dark. The stafTAN RAALTE, B., dealearIn Farm Imple- peace forever
root of tbe residence. Tbe bright green
the city, who are familiarly called “The
menu and machinery. Cor. River and
tion men call them “our electriclights.”
Ninth Streets.
oliage
of the beautifulshade trees near
Dudes”
by
their
friends,
hired
a
team
and
The News job office Is turning out a
fTAN DER YEN, J. m., Maunfactureathe beet large quantity of job work this month. We have just added to our office a new visited Saugatuck. But like all bad the house covered many a bared and

niTY HOTEL, Geo. n. williams.Proprietor.™nnection with
\J
\j The only first-class hotel In
in the city,
city, is lo- [ Douglas for

and

the boats Taylor

Chicago.

1

| ...

,

thereafter.

Y

grief-bowedhead at the loss of their s$*
tLn.5^S^e“ym^deaSfe?n“,‘
fllle<1, !“£!“ | We have several new fonts of type and Chicago Safe. We have procured this ar- things done on Sundsy they came to grief
Cin do work in as neat a manner as any tide of furniture for the purpose of keep- over their trip. The day was spent pleas- teemed and steadfast friend. The
Fhyiloiau.
presiive burial service of the
office in Western
I log secure the accounts of our many de- antly with friends, and at evening the
TT’REM.ERH,H.., Physicianand Surgeon. Reslinquent subscribers but find that it will journey toward home wus undertaken. Church was read by Rev. J. Klee
JA. Idence on Twelfin street, cor. ol Market 8t. | WHEAT on the clay ground near East
Whether it was owing to bad driving, or who afterwards delivered a
,0o7/mTd?roKo i
Baug.tuck ia very poor and many flelda !00n be, ,nadcqU,U\ We “T, ,ba' ,ba
poor eye-sight, or a defective buggy, we to the vast assemblage. The choir then
' are not ,orU. leavln. for harveat The1 lcc0UDt,m,y,000
1010 cs,h
\TATKb, 0. E.. Physician and Snrgeon . Office
thus help ua out, both in reducing the are unable lo say, but one thing is certain rendered a beautifulhymn entitled“Abide
X at residenceon the corner of River and reason of this is attributed to the wet and
number of accounts and in paying for the that after having gone a few miles the car- With Me.” Rev. F. C. Cool bough, of
SVeboler.8Ueell,,f0rmeny °CCUpled by lale - I weather at seeding time last fall.
safe.
riage was broken and they were obliged Grand Rapids, followed witb a few
Watehsi asd Jevelry.
lo walk back to Saugatuck and wait until words as a brother mason and friend of
What city is there in the United States
Every line of business in Holland has Monday before returning.The result has tbe deceased and during his remarks,
J^REYMAN,OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and that would raise, in a few hours, a relief
dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market
fund of $82,000 for the families of police- been mooing to its fullest capacity during been that one or two lame young men which were very tender, there were
and Eighth streets.
men injured by riots? There is none but the past week. We can truly say, that have appeared on our streets,during the many a moist eye among his bearers.
T1TYKHCYSEN, B., dealer in Watches,Clocks,
considering the times, tbe city is enjoying whole week, which has added much to “Nearer My God to Thee” was then
Tv Jewelryand tipeciaclea, cor. Ninth and Ce- the fast and gallant city of Chicago.
a boom. Our business men h&ve all gone the amusementof some and to their dis- sang by tbe choir and after prayer by
dar streets.
Efforts are about to be made here for to work to make things move, and have
Rev. Mr. Taylor the friendi were glyefl
comfort.
the entertainment of the Press Association stocked up with a full and complete line
an opportunityto view the body for the
which will visit this city on Friday, June of goods, and are selling at low down
West Xichigin Park Association.
last lime. The remains were followed
25. Our citizensshould not fail to do their prices. A good trade has been and wll
to the cemetery by as large a funeral
F. & A. Iff.

Michigan.

Z

be

Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge, utmost toward assistingin this matter.
No. 181, F. & A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland. Mich., at 7 o'clock, on Wednesday
We should be glad to see some steps
evenings, Jan. ‘JO, Feb. 17, March 17, April 14,
Mav 18, June 18, July 14. Aug. 11, Sept. 8, Oct. 18. taken toward carrying out tbe suggestion
Nov. 10, Dec. 8. St. John.s days Jane 24, and
of Mayor McBride in his inaugural ad-

A

^

D. L. Botd, W. M.

DeC'
0. Bbktjun, Sk'v.

dress: the improving of the road leading
out of this city to the north

known

as the

At

continue to be tbe result.

Morton House corege as was ever seen in this city
which evidenced the regard which watLast Monday Mr. J. Ryder, late of the last week Friday evening,the new plans
felt for the deceased. Business In ih*
Phoenix Hotel moved “bag and baggage” for tbe pavilion which the associationwill
city
was practically suspended during
to tbe Park Hotel, Macatawa Park, and is build were submittedby the architect,Mr.
8. J. Osgood. Tbe building according to the services.Tbe doctor leaves an aged

now

ready to entertain guests. Mr.

A

King has leased the Phoenix and wt
hereafter run it. Mr. King has a good

Knights of Labor.
“Grand Haven Road.”
Harmony Assembly,No. 8,718, of Holland City,
meet in Odd Fellows’ Hall every week. All comThe shade trees all through the city are roputation as caterer at tbe lunch counter
municationsshould be addressed to
at the depot here and will, we think
looking behutltul and especially the irees
HiixoNT Lock Box,
Holland, Mich. in and surroundingCentennial Park. make a good landlord of the hotel. We
Should not the beautiful sight spur on wish “Dolph” a successful career in his

37-y
@uv

§laM.

those bf our citizens

who have so

been neglectful In shade
Produce, Sto.
(WHOLESALE.)
{Corrected every Friday by E. J. Barrington) J
Apples, 80,35c;Beans, $1.00; Batter,18 to 14 eta;
Eggs'.

8c; Honey, 12c; Onions, 50c; Potatoes

20 to 25c.

^

RETAIL.

Apples. 40, 50c; Beans, $1.15: Batter, 15®16c;
Eggs, 10o; Honey, 14c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 85c.

{Corrected every Friday by W. B. Beach.)
Bnckwheat, 45c; Bran, • 100 J>s.,J0c; Bariev
« cwv,$l. 10, Clover seed, * bu.$5.40; Corn Meal
W ewt, 95c; Com, shelled,new 88; Flour,
$4.40; Fine Cora Meal, 9 100 fcs., $1.40; Feed, V
ton, $19.00; Feed,
fl6c: flay. i8.o0,
t Middlings,fiOOBBs., Sc; Oats, 8ofc;
Peari Barley, <B 100 tie., $6,00: Rye, 50c: Timothy Seed, $2.10: Wheat, white, 87; Red Folts.87;
Lancaster Red, 80. Corn, ear, 85c.
RETAIL.

*100

Meal, f 100 **., 1.00: Cora,

,

ear 40c.

cross and will be 160x114

house

and harbor bill' passed the
week by a vote of 148 to 102.

river

two

stories

Macatawa Bay, Lake Michigan,
Bay will be in plain view from

will face

and the

two sides. In tbe center on the
an

45 feet in

The

feet,

high with an observatoryon the top. It

office, octagonal

first

floor

in form and

diameter. On each of

three

sides will be two rooms, and on tbe fourth

side there will be tbe entrance to tbe
Reformed Cbnrch will
The aggregate amount for Michigan Is the dining room which will be 86x60 feet In
be dedicated to-morrow morning, Rev.
same as when reportedfrom tbe commit- size. The ladiea’ parlor will be on tbe
Dr. Steffens officiating* although the
tee, viz., nesrly $1,000,000,of this amount second floor over tbe office. Tbe balance
building is not as yet completed. Tbe
Holland harbor receives $5,000. Cspt. of the second floor will be divided into
basement has been fittec^ip and will here-

The new

First

after be used as a place of

worship.

last

C, K. Coates will superintend the work at

White River

drain, Feed, Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)

tbe plans will be in tbe form of a Maltese

will be

long new vocation.

tree culture.

meeting of tbe above association,

a

held in the parlors of tbe

Last Saturday Henry Cbeesman, of
Olive Center, was in the city and purchased a

lot of

seeds. He intends garden

ing to some extent. He subscribed for
the

News

in order to

keep posted on locai

events. He showed bis good sense.

A sidewalk to
be a

this

summer and says

thirty-six sleeping

the present appropriationfor our harbor three
will not be available until next fall

when

the work here will be resumed.

Now

is the sesson of the year

veranda

extend around
sides of the building, pver the

center of the structure will be an observatory surmounted by s cupola with

when

people are thinking of purebssing refri-

gerators and making preparationsfor

the cemetery would not keeping eatsbles cool daring the

rooms. A

that fourteen feet wide will

warm

bid thing. Every yesr our cemetery weather of the summer, and for this rea-

staff.

Tbe

a

flag

cost of the building will be

$6,000, and is to be finished by the 21st o

June. The grounds are

to

be platted im

mediately and some seven cottages erected

by Grand Rapids parties.Tbe gentlemen

forming the association are in many inbecome, more and more a plica of raort son we desire to call the attention of our
stancse the leading business men of that
shelled,50c; Flour, on pleasant summer dtys for
for people who readers to the advertisementin another
city. We give their names below: M. W.
hive friends and kindred buried there and oolahin of the Leonard Refrigerator Rose, Holland, J. K. Y. Aenaw, J. H.
Is now on isle at the hardware Carpenter, W. A. Gavett, J. B. Jliulliken,
a good walk leading to it would be a great
convenience.
R. Kanters & Boos. ;Thls refriger- A. B. Wilson, G. N. DstIs, Don J.

mother, wife

and

one child,

brothers, Leon E., Henry, and
to

mourn

his loss.

The

and

three

McKindra

life of the doc-

tor was insured as follows: In tbe

Ma-

sonic Mutual of Indianapolisfor $1,500;

Masonic Mutual of Grand Rapids, $1,000;

Kuights of the Mscabees, $1,000.

A

policy in tbe Covenant Mutual, I. O.

O.

F. for $2,500 had just lapsed

a

short

time since.

3

IIOGRATHICAL.
Robert B. Beat vaa bora in the little Tillage of
Ftngal, Ontario, Canada,

November19,

1850,

sod

was consequentlybat 86 yean of age. He remained In bit native villageuntil be was 18 yean
old, and attended and graduatedfrom the Grammar School of that place. In 1866 he commenced
the atady of medicine In the Medical Department
of the Michigan State Unlvenlty at Ann Arbor,
and gradoated with high honor In 1871. He imme-'
dlately located and commencedwork in Overiael,
Allegan county. Be ballt ap a large practice,and
by bit kind and aympathetletreatment of patlenU
had endearedhimeelf in tbe bearte of all. In the
spring of 1879 be came to thU city, and the following twewlnten were spent In New York City
where he attended lectures at Bellevue College
On January 6, 1860, he was married to
Demink, ofthli city, who with
i snrvlvee him.

m
rm
tm

'

''-j

workmen to arms to revenge the arraigns both old parties for faithlessneas
some of their number in Chiccogo.
u
to trusts,
.v
.
these circulars was even posted "bn
Foubteen Democraticmembers of the

calling all

etc.

killing of

]({oIIitt|!l^ito

^ut$.

One

of

,

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

CONGRESSIONAL

"

During

the recent riots in Chicago,Bo-

the front door of the Central Police Station.

hemian anarchists sacked and destroyeda
reported that Parsons is hiding in Ohio Senate oooupy a special ooaoh in the
Cincinnati Southern yard at Chattanooga, drag-store at the corner of West Eighteenth
Cleveland.
At the annual meeting of the Michigan having fled to escape the Sergeant-at-arms. street and Center avenue. It now develops
They declare they will not return until a that nearly a dozen Nihilists who particiCentral Road, held at Detroit,Cornelias
pated in the looting of the store have died
compromise is effected.
Vanderbilt was the only voter, with $14,The Repnblican members of the Ohio from drinking poisonons concoctions under
It»is

nOLL\ND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
At the close of an all-night meeting of
the District Assembly, Knights of Labor,
at

New

York, the action of the street-car

strikers in refusing to accept the terms of
the Third Avenue Company was indorsed,
and the resignationsof Joseph O'Donnell,
John Hnghes, and Joseph F. Downing,
members of the Executive Committee,were
requested,tendered,and accepted ____ Emily
Burton, a colored resident of Newport, R.
I.,

has been sentenced to imprisonment

forlife for complicity in the murder of her

Thb new

iron bridge being built at

Lyonsdale, Lewis County, N.. Y., gave way,

000,000 of stock or proxies in his gripsack.
John V. Farwell was elected a director in Senate met on Saturday, and without transacting any business went into caucus to
place of W. H. Vanderbilt.
Mb. Ellis Dillon, of Normal, 111., the discuss a proposition to consider the special
order— the Hamilton County contest cases—
importer of Norman horses, was fatally and seat the four Repnblicanclaimants by
hurt by being thrown from a buggy ..... At a viva voce vote before it was officiallyasthe Rosebud Indian Agency the Sioux certained that there was no quorum preswarriors Refused to obey an order of ent. The caucus decided to pursue this
Major Wright about cultivating some course, and accordingly Mr. Pavey, of Fayland,
by threatening his life ette, moved to take from the table the remade him yield to their demands ____ port of the Republican members of the
Owing to the labor troubles the Wabash Senatorial InvestigatingCommittee, which
Road has ordered its station agents and was agreed to by a viva voce vote, and then
clerks at various country points to proceed the resolutionsubmitted by the same comto Chicago, where they will be employed in mittee was adopted, which recommended
the seating of the four Republican claimchecking freight.
. Vast damage was done
throughout Southern Missouri and Kan- ants. The resolution was adopted by a
sas
hail-storms and rain. The unanimous vote aud the new Senators came
loijs in the vicinity of Spriugfield, forward and took the oath of office.

and

.

.

by

Missouri, is estimated at $100,000.
A water-spout passed down Jacob’s Creek,
of twisted iron into Moose River, twenty fourteen miles southeast of Empoffa.
feet below. Two men escaped by jumping B. B. Jacobs, a farmer, saw the storm comon a pier. One workman, in leaping to an ing, and with his wife, two young children,
abutment, lost his footing and was fatally aud his brother Charles, tried to escape in
injured. The others swam ashore, although a wagon, hut they were overtaken by the
some of them had sustained severe inju- torrent,w hich swept away the vehicle aud
ries.... Ferike Fernandez, a rich Cuban its occupants Mrs. Jacobs and the youngresiding at Hawthorne, N. J., was killed by er child were drowned. Mr. Jacobs nearly
his wife, who instantlytook her own life.
perished in endeavoring to save them.
Charles Jacobs saved himself and the

GENERAL.

precipitatingseven workmen and a wreck

THE WEST.

Bomb

other child.

idea of the characterof the Chica-

Thr

Labor notes: Nearly every member of

A petition has been sent from Indianap- the United Nailers,Rollers aud Heaters'
olis to Senator Sherman, asking Congress Association, has signed a petition asking
for reinstatement iu the Amalgamated Asto appropriate sufficient funds to erect a
sociation. A strike of bakers at Pittsburg
monument above the grave of General W. resulted in a bread famine, as the few
H. Harrison, near North Bend, on the Ohio small establishmentiu operation can only
River.

About

seven hundred members of the

Freight- Handlers’

The

street-

supply their regular customers. Tho Ajax
Forge Company and the car works of

A French, Chicago,opened shorthanded at the old rate • of wages.

Union of Chicago, after Wells

a stormy session of several hours, resolved

car drivers

Toronto, Canaua,

aud conductorsat

have

inaugurated

McCormick’s reaner works, Chicago, are
running wilh a full force for the liist time

a

that in the copies of the report printed for
the Senate there appearedan Interpolated paragraph reflectingon the majority of the committee. Tfie letter was referred to tho proper committee; and the report waa ordered printed in
correct form. In the Hons# the Weaver-Campbell election contest from the Sixth Iowa District was taken np, the majority report in favor
of Weaver, the sittingmember, being adopted.
effect

The bill to grant right of way through the Fort
Seldon military reservation to the Rio Orande,
Mexico and PocifloRailroad Company passed,
the Senate on the 6th inst. The Senate confirmed the nomination of Z. M. Zulick to be
Governorof Arizona, and rejected that of Charles
Pollard for Associate Justice of tbe Supreme
Court of Montana, Tbe nomination of R. 8. Dement, to be Surveyor General of Utah, adversely reported from the Public Lands Committee,
was recommitted. In the House of Represents,
lives an adverse report was made on the Senate
bill providing for a commission on the subjeet
of the llanor traffic.
A bill was favorably reported to the Senate
on the 6th inst to apply to letter carriers the
provisions of the section of the Revised Statutes
making eight hours a day's work. The President nominated James H. MoLeary, of Texas,
to be AssociateJnstioe of the Supreme
Court of the Territoryof Montana. The
river and harbor bill passed tbe House
by forty-one majority, after a straggle through
severalweeks. It appropriatesabout H5,00J,000. The House Judiciary Committee reported
adversely a joint resolutioncontemplatinga
constitutional amendment providing lor female

of

FOREIGN.

The
aud men

THE SOUTH.

2

.

It is

a grave fact that America yearly receives a

hemian colonies of the West Side,” says a
number of restless,unscrupulous spirits from
Europe who freely use dynamite and revolver
dispatch from Chicago of Friday, “were
to gain their ends. One chanco of safety, howunnaturally tame yesterday,the only event
The existinglabor troubles were a topic ever, lies in the fact that Americans are not
of a disturbing nature being a successful
blind to these dangers, and nurse no visionary
raid on the dynamite roost at the corner of of discussion at the Cabinet meeting on hopes as to the best mode of averting them.
Eighteenth street and Center avenue. Thursday,iu the course of which the riots
The Greek Government has sent a gnnSearches were made by the detectivesin
in
Chicago
aud
Milwaukee
and elsewhere boat to Constantinopleto take away the
other parts of the city, and a quantity of
were referred to, with a view of taking such Hellenic Minister. Greek troops are being
nihilistic devices captured. Officer Bar*
precautionary measures for the protection
rett died at the County Hospital in the
hurried to the frontier. The Powers have
morning, and Officer Miller expired in of Government property os may oe found ordered their fleets to blockade the Greek
his brother’s arms jnsl before midnight. necessary.
ports. The Government has announced its
The House Committee on Commerce bos intentionof defending Greek territory
Late last night the physicians at the County
Hospital did not think that Officer^ Jacob agreed to report favorablythe resolutionin- against any and all advances by foreign
Hansen, Nels Hanson, Timothy Flavin, troduced by Representative Dorsey instruct soldiers. The populace of Athens are enand Michael Hhehan would live till mornthusiastic over the prospectof war with
ing. Officer John H. McMahon bad his ing the committeeto investigatethe charge Turkey, and the soldiers paraded the streets
that the present system of transporting live
leg amputated. August Bpies and his consinging patrioticsongs. They were everyslock by railroad companies is barbarous
federates were imprisoned in the County
where cheered, and are at present the most
Jail. An effort is being made to ad(l and destructive.
popular perrons in the city.... The rnral
Senator Fair, of Nevada, has written districts of Germany are said to be nearly
treason to the charge of murder against
them. The contributionsto the fund for the to Secretary Lamar suggesting that the Gov- unanimous iu desiring the restoration of
support of tho families of the dead and
ernment purchase the island of Santa Cat- silver, but the central assembly of induswounded policemen reach . nearlv $40,trialistspassed resolutions against bimet000. August and Christian Spies, Michael alina, situated iu the Pacific Ocean, some allism ____ Henri Rochefort, editor of L7nSchwab, and Samuel Fieldeu, the ring- some twenty-five miles southwest of Los transigeant,and M. Porlalise fought a
leaders of the Nihilisticplotters, visited Angeles, Californio,us a place of perma
duel with pistols near Paris. Four shots
the police station to have thoir photographs nent abode for the Apache Indians.
were fired by each contestant,none of which
Pension Office people whisper that did any harm.
taken for the rogues’ gallery, after
which they were locked up again."
Commissioner Black is soon to he transThe virulence of British newspaper atThe police of Milwaukee arrestedtwo lend- ferred to another post— possibly tho Austacks
on the home-rule questionmay be
ing Anarchiste— Adam Hirth and a barber trian mission.
surmised
when it is stated that Mr. Tyndall
named Carl Simon— who are kept at the
. Central Station. Their houses were
charges
that
Mr. Gladstone is guilty of a
POLITICAL.
eearched and several guns were seized.
treasonable surprise; that he is trying to drug
Governor Rusk obtained from the Rock
The Iowa Greenback State Convention aud debauch the nation. The Spectator.
Island arsenal a Gatling gnu and ample
met at Cedar Rapids and nominated J. O. however, says that these over-excitedstatesammunition for small arms. Two persons
men are not likely to fill the country with
died at Milwaukee of wounds received Sanks, of Dallas, for Secretary of State confidence in the sagacityas politicians of the
in the rioting, and three others L. F. Ellsworth,of Mahaska, for Treas- writers. .Greece has keen notified that its
are believedto be beyondr ecovery.
urer; J. V. Myers, of Linn, for Auditor; ports will bo blockaded by the squadrons of
Cleveland police circles were excited and J. W. Brown, of Cuss, for Attorney five power* ..... Liebkuecht,the socialistic
when it was discoveredthat during the General. The platform denonuces fusion member of the German Reichstag,annight the city hod been flooded with a with Democracy os treacheryto principle, nounces that he will visijb the United States
circular, printed in English am] German, demands unlimitedcoinage of silver, and in September.
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Hoos-Shipping Grades .......... 3.75 <9 4.50

FLOUB-ExtraSpring ............ 4.60 #5.00
Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............77 # .77)$
Corn-No. ....................... 34}$# .35)$
Oats— No. ....................... 29 # .30
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 17 # .18
Fine Dairy .............14 # .15
Cheese— Full Cream, new ....... 10)$@ .12
Skinunod Flats .........00 & .07
2
2

Eoos— Fresh ...................... 10 # .10)$
Potatoes— Choice, per bu ........ 40 (<* .48
Pork-Mcbs ......................8.75 #9.25

MILWAUKEE.

Wheat— Cash ..................... 78 #
Corn-No. ....................... 34' #
Oats-No. ....................... 29 #
Rye-No. ........................ 66 #
Pork— New Mess ................ 8.75 #
2

.79
.35

2

.30

1

of for-

tary of the committeeot the Ohio House
that investigatedthe Payne affair, to the

;

/

amend-

eign malls by American steamships. Mi). Hoar
read
letter from Mr. Tompkins, Secre-

siuce tiie strike. Nearly all tbe railroads
opened up at Chicago on Monday with a full
force of freight-handlers, and the strike
seems to be over. Many of the old men who
applied for work were taken back, but some
of the roads refused to re-employtheir old
hands. The Malleable Irou Works, Chicago, started up with 800 men at nine
hours’ pay for eight hours’ work.

!'

Senate passed the poetoflloeappro-

ment giving $800,000for transportation

the companies refused to
employ Knights of Labor. The emnloyIn the Ohio Senate ou Monday, the 10th
ing metal-workers of Chicago met and reinst.,
Mr. Van Cleaf (Democrat)moved for
solved to open their shops ou the ten-hour
basis, as also did the furnituremanufactur- a correctionof the journal with reference
ers and the lumber dealers,noue of whom to the seating of the four Republicansfrom
will make auy concessions of any kiud to Hamilton County, but the motion was ruled
their employes. The hrickmakers of Chiout of order. He then desired to enter a
cago returnedto work in a body, aud protest, but the Chair refused to receive it.
otlier trades are expected to follow ____
During a recess of the Senate the journal
General Master Workman Powderly, of the was stolen, resulting in some excitement.
Knights of Labor, acting under the author- Clerk Vallandigham,however, prepared a
ity vested iu him by the General Executive
new record of the day's proceedings, which
Board, has issued a call to the various aswas certifiedto by tho Secretary of State.
semblies of the order for a special session During the evening the stolen journal was
know.,
Eleven deaths have resulted from the of the General Assembly to be held in returned to the State Department.
a8oonor death than life in misery. If workingmen are to be shot at, let us answer in such recent socialistic riots in Chicago. Five of Cleveland, Ohio, Tuesday,May 25.
The driving out of the Poles from Prusa way that the robbers will not soon forget it.
Fire at Hull, near Ottawa. Ontaria, de- sia uuder the directionof Bismark has be"The murderous capitalisticbeasts have been the dead are policemen, ihe other six being
made drunk by the smoking blood of workingstroyed all the houses on Lake and Duke gun. The so-called“Gernmuizatiou”of the
men. The tiger is crouching for a spring ; Its rioters or innocent spectators. Over $G0,eyes gluro murderously It moves its tail impa- O(if) has been subscribedby the people of streets and ou Main street as far as the cor- Polish provinces is to be accomplished by
tiently,and all its muscles ore tense. Absolute Chicago for the benefit of the families of ner of Maine and Slide. The new i>ost- the simple but efficacious plan of buying up
necessity forces the cry : *To arms ! To amis
"
the slain officers. The feeling against the office was destroyedaud one hundred and
the lauds
the Polish landlords
These furious words would indicatethat anarchists in that city is very bitter, aud fifty families burned out. The loss will and expelliug the Polish peasantry.
the villain who wrote them had foreknowl- should another outbreak he precipitateda foot up $350,000; insurance small.
The laud is purchased by ihe Govedge of the tragedy that the assassins en- bloody example will be made of them.
ernment, about $50,000,000 being
acted the evening of the day on which the At Milwaukee the disturbances have been
appropriatedfor the purpose. When
publication appeared.
suppressed and quiei reigns. The arrested
the Polish landlord will not agree upon a
A dispatch from Burmah states that the price he is offered a certain number of
The machinery manufacturers of Chi- rioters were brought into conrt and sumcago contemplate closing,their places of marily dealt with. Paul Grottkau, one of insurgents have got possession of Mandalay years’ rental and is thrust out of the counthe leaders, was held to the Grand Jury in
try. Without cho:ce or recourse on his part
business until the employes will agree to
and have destroyed by fire 4,000 houses.
$5,000 bail. Four militia companies are
he ceases to be a land- owner or even an inaccept ten hours’ pay for ten hours’ work. held in reserve for any turbulent out- Among the buildings burned were the Chi- habitant of Prussia. The fate of the peasChicago advices of Friday thus outline the break iu Cincinnati.
Chicago nese aud Siamese bazars. The hostility of antry is even severer. With no accumulated
industrialsituationin that city:
police continue their raids upon the the natives who remain loyal to the de- surplus lo fall back upon in many cases
Some of tho smaller shops, whoro iron mold- anarchists’ resons,
and throngedKing Theebaw to the Chinese is they must go to another laud arid among
on and metal workers are employed, have given arms and red Hags are captured every intense because of China’s indorsement of straugers to seek bread.
oight-hourconcessions to thoir men, but the
Great Britain’s seizure of Burmah. The
larger employers,like the Crane Brothers,aro day. T. G. Hewlett, leader of the Deputy
A RESOLUTIONofforod by Senator Logan, ilistill standing out Tho wood-workers have Sheriffs who fired on the mob at East St. officers commanding the Britishforces have
speed upon eight hours, but without extra pay. Louis, was released on $5,000 hail, and telegraphed to Lord Dufferin, the Viceroy, racting tho Committee on Pensions to report
The bakers have bettered their condition, started for Mississippi.
that they are powerless to prevent the reback to tbe Senate the Ingalls bill, providing
and the brewers now receive full pay with
bellious rioting of the natives, and have for the repeal of the limitation on the arrears of
shortened hours of work. The fumltureurgently asked for re-enforcements.
pensions, was agreed to by tbe Senate. A bill
worken have won in a few cases, though most
limit the commercial privile ges of vessels beof them aro out on a strike against a solid orThe London papers comment freely upon to
longing to foreign countries which restrict
ganisationof manufacturers. At the McCorMiss Constance Edgar, aged 20, stepthe Chicago riots and the struggle between the privileges of American ships was
tniok works the men are receivingan advance
introduced. The same measure was
of 15 per cent in wages. There are 3,590 men daughter of Colonel Jerome Bonaparte,
capital and labor. The following excerpts offered in the House. Mr. Ben h (N. Y.) introoat at the car- shops of the Chicago and Northwas invested with the black veil at the Conduced in the House a roso.utiouamending tho
western, tho IllinoisCentral, and Chicago. Rock
are sent by cable:
rules fo as to subject to a fine of 3100 every
Island and Pacific. All of the men at Pullman vent of the Visitation, in Baltimore, ArchLondon Daily Telegraph—Thera ia no need to member wty> is absmt during a call of tbe
are still out In the tobacco factories there aro bishop Gibbons officiating.
fear that tho law-breakersiu Chicago will overHoi.b'*. The House passed a bill to punish the
1.000 girls and women working for S3 to *4 per
A quarrel occurred on the Creedmoor power tho police. It becomes ns, nowever,on advert soment of lottery tickets in tho District
week. Tho Eight-hourLeague will try to benefit
this side of the Atlantic, to consider how far we
them. The freight-handlers' striko s'oems to bo plantation near New Orleans between its are responsiblefor tho savage emeute in Chi- oi Columbia.With the intentionof putting to
service the sum of &0, 597, 005 lying in tho Treasgrowing bopeloas. They expect the sectiou
Tho saddest charge that can be brought ury at the close of April, Mr. Breckinridge
men to striko shortlyif none of the skilled owner, Major W. P. Green, a prominent cago.
against Mr. Gladstone is that all his adminis- introduceda joint resolution directing tho callonions comes to their rescue. The brick- sugar planter, and Albert Smith, a negro trations have abdicated in Ireland the first
ing in of $51,000,000 iu 3 per cent bonds by the
yards are working, the owners having comof govt rnment, which is to govern. The
end of August Mr. Blond introduceda bill propromisedthe differencesbetween the men laborer, which resultedin the killing of the function
resalt is seen in tho surrender he fain would viding that any bolder of standardgold or silver
and employers.Thera are strikes at the former and the subsequent lynching of make to tho Irish irreconcilables in America.
coin may deposit tbe same with the treasurer or
principal bridge-buildingworks. The emSmith ..... The Supreme Court of Appeals The Chicago riot has shown us anew what man- any Governmentdepositrry in sums of not less
ployes at the coal and wood yards are nearly
ner of men the supportersof these Irish bills than 810, and receive therefor notes to bo called
of
Virginia
has
rendered
a
decision
in
the
all striking. The furriers are formulating
beyond the Atlantic are.
“coin notes" of the United States.
demands to be presented soon. The barbers cose of T. J. Clnverias, convictedin the
jondon Standard— 'the Chicago bombs may
are trying to have Sunday work done away hustings court of Richmond of the murder
originally have been intendedfor the Czar or the
with, but are not striking.Every organ fac(March 13, 1885) of Fannie Lillian Madi- English Home Secretary, but it is impossibleto
tory in the city is shut down, the men being
THE MARKETS.
insure that such wares shall be kept exclusively
out on strike.The planing mills have sturtea son, sustaining the judgment of the lower
for foreign consumption when riots break out.
up. Tho railroads are trying to run without court in all particulars.
NEW YORK.
London Daily Nni’t— The territorial demtheir men, whom they are paying off and disBrevks ...........................
15.00 & 6.50
ocracy of America will make very short work of
The
Texas
State
Treasury
has
resumed
charging. At the soap works of Kirk & Co. (MX)
Hoas .............................4.50 g 5.00
anarchist plots once it has been aroused, as it is
persons have obtainedeight hours. A hopeful cash payments all around. About four now likely to be, to action against them.
Wheat— No. 1 White ............_95 0 .97
tone pervades many of the striking communiNo. 2 Red ................ 90K/-5 .91»$
London Daily Time*— The riot in Chicago is a
months
ago
it
temporarily
suspended
payties, and they look for the ultimatesuccess of
Cork— No. ....................... 47
.48
sign that American industry has now to contend
the eight-boormovement when the present exOats—
Western
.................... 37 _ .39
ment of school warrants, owing to slow re- with all tho difficultieswhich tho capitalistsof
citementhas subsided.
PoRK-Mess
.....................
0.25
@
9.75
turns from County Treasurers. All regis- Europe have had to battle with. It shows that
Advices from Chicago indicate that the tered school warrants have been called in, Americans may have before them troubles Beeves— Choice toCHICAGO.
Prime Steers 6.00 & 6.25
oreater than those with which we are familiar.
Good Shipping ......... 6.00 & 5.60
police have broken the backbone of an- and the Treasury is now said to be in a The American labor market is unable to absorb
Common ..............4.25 t4 4.75
the unlimitednumber of recruits from Europe.
archism in that city. “Polish and Bo- prosperous condition,
a strike because

of tho toDofto and Honoo

priation bill on the 4th inst, with an

the belief that they were swallowing tanglefoot whisky. A half-dozenmore are sick
nigh unto death, and with small hopes of recovery. It also transpired that several of
the participantsin the riots were buried in
the Bohemian Cemetery without permits,
which leads to the conolusiou that the policemen fired their pistols with better aim
and more deadly effect than was at first
supposed. The owner of the building occupied by the NihilisticArbeiterZeitung
filed a bill to set aside the lease granted to
the backers of the paper ou the grouud that
the contract has been broken by the storage
of explosives in the office,and the lease was
canceled. At the meeting of the Chicago
Methodist ministers resolutionswere passed
denouncingthe rioters ____ There Is a decided improvement in the labor situationat
Cincinnati,and no violence is now anticipated.

A train on the Fort Wayne Road, while to declare the striko off. Six hundred
passing the little station of Inwood, six hatmakersaro idle at Newark, N. J. . At
miles from Plymouth, Ind., struck a Troy 150 molders struck against eleven
hours’ work per day. The bricklayersat
wagon containing John Wymer, a young Omaha lost the strike and returned to work.
farmer, his wife and two daughters, aged 3
Steinway & Sons' employes disobeyed
and 4 years respectively. John Wymer and
the fiat of thoir union to quit work.

go Nihilists may be judged from the style
of literaturesuppliedby their newspaper
organ, the Arbeiter Zeitung, which has
been suppressed, and its editors, publishers, and printers thrown into jail on a
the oldest girl were instantlykilled, and the
charge of murder. The followingpas- wife and remaining child received injuries
sages have been translated into the lanfrom which they will die. The wagon was
guage of the country from an article in the
a complete wreck, and the two horses atconcluding issue of that unlawful pub- tached to it were instantly killed....
lication:
About one hundred socialists met at Daven“The war of clasaes is at hand. Yonter<iay
port, Iowa, to denounce the capitalistic
worklnsmon were shot down in front ot McCorpress. A speaker named Kuickrehm almick's factory whose blood criesont for revenge.
Who will deny that the tigers who rule us are leged that testimony had been manufacgreedy for the blood of the workingman? Many tured by the Chicago police against the
sacrifices have been offered upon the altars of
the golden calf amid the applaudingcries of the German journalists. At this moment be
capitalistic band of robbers.One need only was arrested by ihe Chief of Police and esthink of Cleveland, New York, Brooklyn.East corted to the ferry-boat ____ William H.
8t Louis, Fort Worth, Chicago, and many other English, desiringto devote his time to a
places to realize the tacticsof these designers.
"Bat the workingmen are not sheep, and will history of the lawmakers of Indiana, has
reply to the white terror with the red terror. Do resigned a bank presidencyaud leased his
you know what that moans? You soon will hotel and opera-house.

Tho Work

.07
9.25

TOLEDO.

suffrage.

Congress did nothing of importance on tbe
inst The Senate was not in session, and

7th

the House devoted the day to the private calen-

dar. Fifty-five bills granting pensions were
passed.
The House of Representativespassed a bill
on tbe 6tb inst, authorizingtbe Kansas City
and Gulf Road to lay its tracks tbrougb the Indian Territory.Tho military academy bill was
pasted. It appropriates8297,806 for the maintenuuco of tuo schools at Annapolisand West
Point. The CongressionalPrinter notifiedthe
House that his presses would have to stop unless an extra appropriation oi 8200,000was made
before the 25th of tho mouth. Members of the
House were taken by surpriseon receiving
vetoes of two private uonsion bills, in which the
President had taken time to discover grave
faults. The Srn’rte was not In session.

James II. of England.
James IL of England was tbe second
son of Charles I. and Queen Henrietta
Maria. He was created Duke of York
in infancy. He accompanied his father
during the civil war, and was taken
prisoner, but escaped, disguised as a
girl, in April, 1648, and went over to
Holland. He served with distinction
both the French and Spanish armies,
after the restoration returned to
England and was ma'de Lord High Admiral of the English navy. In the ensuing war with the Dutch ho commanded the English fleet ably. In 1660 the
Duke had married Anne, daughter of
Edward Hyde, the Earl of Clarendon.
In 1671 this lady died, leaving two
daughters, both of whom subsequently
sat upon the throne of England. Before her death she disavowed Protestantism, through the influenceof her
husband, who several years before had
become a Catholic. In 1673 the Duke
was compelled by the conditionsof the
“test act” to resign the office of Ad:

in

and

miral. This same year he married
Mary of Modena, a Catholic priheess.
50 strong was the feeling in Parliament
and through the kingdom against him
for his change of religion, that he was
obliged to go to the continent to reside
for a time, and a bill excluding
him from snccession to the English crown

passed the House

of

Com-

mons, but failed to pass tho Honse of
Lords. He returned while this bill
was pending and was made Lord High
Commissionerof Scotland, but was so
unpopular there that he did not remain

long. However, in 1685, after his
brother’s death, he succeeded to the
throne without opposition. His reign
was brief, however, being filled with
contentions with Parliament and the
Established Church. He seemed utterly wanting in the tact of his brother,
but, like his unfortunate father, rashly

contended for the right of personal
government which he believedthe "divine right” of a king. In the first year
of his reign occurred Monmouth’s rebellion. This was not generally upheld by the people, and was soon overthrown, all those implicated in it being
punished with great severity.The subsequent acts of the King, his claim to
the power of dispensing with laws at
his will, and dismissing the Parliament
whenever it would not carry out his
wishes, convinced the people that his
permanent rule could not be tolerated,
and in 1688 William of Orange, James'
son-in-law, was called over “to protect
the liberties and religion of the English

people.” William oame, and James
was forced to abdicate the throne.
James made an effort to regain his
crown by undertaking an expedition to

# .88 Ireland in 1689. The troops and money
# .38 for this expedition were furnished by
# .33 King Louis XIV. of France. The ex# .86 King was received kindly in Ireland,
Corn— Mixed ..................... .82}$'?#.33)$
but at the battle of the Boyne his army
OATs-Mixed ..................... 29 # .30
was totally routed. The remaining
Pork— Now Mess ................ 9.00 # 9.50
CINCINNATL
eleven years of his life were spent at
Wheat— No. 2 Red. .............. .87 # .83
51 Germain, in France, in vain .inCorn— No. ...................... .37 # .89
Oats-No. ...................... .31 # .33
trigues for recovering possessionof his

Wheat-No. 2 ..................... 85
Corn-No. ....................... 37
Oats-No. 2 ...................
32
BT. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Rod ................ 85
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2

2
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Live Hoas .......................4.00 0 4.50

lost kingdom.— Infer Ocean.
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Beep Cattle
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5.50
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Sheep ............................3.25 # 150
Wheat— Na 1 White ............ .84 # .85
.37
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2
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INDIANAPOLIS.
Beep Cattle

....................4.00
4.00
Sheep ............................2.50
Wheat-No. 2 Bed ............... .85
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .34
Oats— No. 2 ...................... .30

EAST LIBERTY.

# 5.75
# 4.60
@4.50

#
#
&

.87
.35
.31

Cattle— Best .................... 6.50 @6.00
Fair ................... 4.75
.......... 4.00

Common

.....

&

5.25

#150

Hoas .............................4.25 #175
Sheep .......................... 8.50 0 4.50

BUFFALO.
Wheat— No. 1 Hard ..............
Corn— Yellow ..................

.87
.42

#
#

.88
.42)$

Cattle. ..........................4.75 #5.50*

A Reasonable Request. *
Bill Simpson is an engineer on tlie
L & G. N. Railroad. He was off duty

at Austin a few days ago. He met
Judge Peterby, with whom he was acquainted.
“I say, Judge, I wish you would do
me a favor.
“PU do it"
“It will be appreciated by all the engineers on the I & G. N. Railroad.”
“What can I do for you all?”
“Please don’t hang around the depot
when the trains are coming in. They
are everlastingly mistaking your red
nose for a danger signal, and it confuses them.*— Tearo* Siftings.

use of paregoric conveys a useful lesson

was
fed to him in large quantities when he
was a child, and he thus acquired a
paregoric habit which grew with his
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
growth and strengthenedwith his
strength until it was only by a violent
The talk about the physical condition strugglethat fifty years afterward he
of Mr. Manning brings ont the fact that conquered this morbid taste. Another
he weighed, at the time of his at- illustration is furnished in the man in
tack, 225 Donnds. He had gained over a Chicago museum who gets away with
twenty-fi^ pounds since he came into the finest specimens of glassware. He
his position at the Treasury. The was probably raised on a bottle. These
President is not much behind him in instances, however," only show the
weight They are very much alike in wonderful power and capacity of the
figure, height and general physical trained human stomach. But there are
peculiarities.
potions that work on the brain when
fed to children. The good old grandSecretaby Lamab is the only memmothers of New England have a panacea
ber of the Cabinet who is not keeping
for infantile ills in the shape of catnip
house. He has a suite of six rooms
tea. From cutting teeth up to mumps
upon the sixth floor of the Portland
and measles catnip is a universal remedy.
Flats. The Portland Flats building
has the general appearance of a great
At the Christian Brothers’ School, in
ship, and Mr. Lamar lives in the bow Washington, the sons of three United
of this ship. Ho has beautiful views States Senators and of half a dozen
out of his window, as he lias a com- Representativesare receiving their
mand of both sides of the bow from education. They are all youngsters,
windows of his apartments. He is cer- ranging from 7 to 12 years of age. But
tain to have splendid ventilation,and
they seem to have acquired strong imupon the hottest day or night his room pressionsof the relative rights of the
to

IfolhnJ ifii

parents. It seems

BASEBALL

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
—Philip Morse, one of the pioneers ol

The Race for the Championshipof the They Are Found in His Latest Circular
National League and the American
to the Knights of Labor.
—Several Coldwaterspeculators dropped
Association— Vast Crowds Attend the

Michigan, died at Adrian.

several thousand dollarsrecently on an oil

Opening Games.

—Companies are

organizing at Hancock
If any there were who doubted that baseball is the national

range iron mines.

—A

that it

shower of minnows was observed at

She may be seen

on Franklin square

engaged holding court or

week. Some

minnows measured two and three inches

to include an address by some prominent polo grounds in the former city, had on
member of the order.
attendance of over 12,000, and at the close

—Mrs.

Martin Bruunell, of Bronson,

of the

who weighs only 350 pounds, may be seen
at the Chicago dime museum, where she
exhibits herself for $25 a week.

—Jake Countryman, of Dundee, became
home about 8
o’clockthe other evening. When near the

intoxicated,and started for

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern depot
h« was struck by the west-bound passenger
train and instantly killed.

He

leaves a

wife.

—The

marriage last week at Kalamazoo,

trav-

Mich., of Miss

dient in all that ho analyzed is

ing

cal students

and for agitation in the

Quarticr Latin.

common

the assemblyasking that they remove the
boycottand It was done. We mutt bear in mind
that our General Master Workman is only a
man, and is not above oriticism.We demand
for ourselves the "right of free speech." We
certainty exists as to who will tiy cannot consistently deny it to others. We must
tolerate fair, open criticism. If a reply Is neothe championship pennant
the cessary make it in a gentlemanly, dignified
league for 1886 than in any pre- manner. If we are crltloised or abused by a
vious season. The opening games of the blackguard sheet treat it as you would the
American Association were more largely at- blackguard himself— in silence.
That our aims and objects are good is no reatended than in any previous year, and the son why our members should be regarded ae
same element of uncer'ninty awaits the re- beings of superior build or material. We are no
more the salt of the earth than tho millions of
sult as to the championship. The games of
unknown tollerswho do the work of the world.
the many State ana other leagues have also
In our dealings with laborersand capitalists
been largely attended; and it goes without wemustdealjustlyand fairly by them. If we
saying that base ball has lost none of its would have equity done to us we in turn must
interest for the public, and that more peo- do equity to others. This is the aim of the
Knights of Labor, and must not be lost sight of
ple will witness the games of 1886 than in
in the future.
any previous year.
Let me direct your attention to a tew little
abuses : I And that whenever a strike occurs
8TANDINO OF THE LEAGUE CLUBB.
The second week in their race for the appeals for aid are scatteredbroadcast among
the assemblies. Do not pay one oeut for such
league pennant ended with Saturday, May purposes in the future unless the appeal comes
8, and found Chicago, New York, Detroit, from your own District Assembly or the Genand Philadelphia leading the string, and eral Assembly. If boycottnoticesare tent to
very well bunched. From present judica- you, burn them. I have in my possessionover
400 boycott notices which were sent to astions the race of last year between Chicago semblies with a request that they be acted
and New York is to be run again this year, on. Let
mtntic
mention
some of them: A
iber is editing a paper. Ho feare a rival,
each club having entered the season under member
to get into an altercation with
a strong and determined style of play. and proceeds
him, boycotts him, and then asks of the order
Both Detroit and Philadelphia are playing to carry it out. A cortain
certain paper is influential
excellent ball, and, barring accident to in one or tho cother
of the political parties,
.....
their men, there seems to be little doubt Members of thei opposing party cone el re the
idea of getting rid of the paper, and they invoke
that both will stand very close to each other
the aid of tho Knights of Labor, first taking the
and very near the top at the finish. Boston precautionto have the paper in question say
has not played the game up to the present bouio thing uncomplimentary of tho Knighits of
time that was expected of her, and with Labor. In fact, our order has been used asa
tail for a hundred different kites,and In future
her strong array of sixteen players,includ- it must soar aloft, free from all of thorn. I hate
ing Radbouru and Buffington— without
qnoRtiontwo of the greatest twirlers iu
io league— it is something toi be wonthe oapitallsta. I hsve no use for it only when
dered at. The following table
able will show
ovorythingelse fails. Appeals for aid, circulars,
the first two weeks' work of the clubs:
petitions,advertisementsof evqry kind are scattered everywhere through the ordor. I copy a
FostWon. Lost poned. letter which comes to me on the subject:
large part of our time has been spent in reading
Chicago ......................
1
boycott notices and appeals for aid, keeping
New York ....................
1
us until 12 o'clock.Wo were led to beuave
Detroit ......................
1
tbo Knights of Labor to be on educationalinstiPhiladelphia ................
2
tution, but this kind of education is not proSt Louis .....................
1
ductive of good. We have no time for instrucBos ttn .......................
2
tion. What do you advise us to do?" I advised
Washington ..................
1
them to either burn or table these matters, and
Kar. ^ City .................
3
now ask of the Secretary of each assembly to
In Uu American Association, at tho close do the same. If your Journalwere not boycotof the third week, 8t. Louis still retains ted by our members it could be made tbo meditho lead. Brooklyn a good second, with the um of communicationbetween the general
officers and the order, but the Journal is not
Metropolitansbringing up tho rear. The read in one-quarterof the assemblies. Bom#
followingwill show the standingof the assemblies send out dooumeuteaddressed to
"Hecretaryofthe Assembly No.
," In many
clnls to date:
Games Gu.iioh places the secretaries have been dischargedbewon. lost. cause of this practloe, No member has the
right to address another in that way, and if it is
St. I.oiils .............................
G
evor practiced again tho offender will be punPi ts urg ............................
0

ct $25 per week, and should he be

The

policy has no reference to injuries susMary Anderson is computed to be and it casts in the shade anything that
tained in games.
worth $500,000, which is said to be Mr. Blake ever said about Kansas. Mr.
—A remarkablefuneral took place reBlake, however, is a little too prosaic
safely invested in real estate, gas stocks,
cently near Adrian. Last December Mr.
and railway shares, both in England to adopt the above style of eulogy, but
and Mrs. S. D. Moore, a well-known couple
and America. A small portion of it is he at least gave his hearers to under-

in American Imnds. She

expects to stufid that Kansas was a “darling.”

clear this year $150,000. But our

Mary

Detained on the Road.
her sister professional,
“When
I lived in Kansas,” said a DeLotto, who, as a rule, lives frugally,
troiter,who was telling stories in an inand is eminently business-like. She
surance office a few days ago, “I insured
claims to by, and probably is, the my house with an agent against fire.
wealthiest woman on the stage. Her Along came another agent who insured
dollars are estimated as totaling up to against lightning, and I took that in. In
considerablymore than a clear million. a few days a chap called on me who insured against cyclones, and I struck a
Most of her money is held in the name
bargain with him. The next caller inof her mother, Mrs. Crabtree, who has
sured against water spouts and explobeen her daughter’s business manager sions, and I thought I might as well
ever since she appeared on the stage. encourage him.”
Lotto has sustained only one serious “A house couldn’t be much safer than
monetary loss. A man she was en- that,” remarked one of the listeners.
"And yet I lost it inside of six
gaged to was at the bottom of it. She

is not so rich as

months.”
let him have $20,000 to speculate with.
“How could it
. >
He lose the whole of it, and Lotta’s “Well, there came a freshet in the
river, and house, barn, fences, haystacks
heArt and hand with it
and all went sailing down stream. The
The death of a man in Kentucky who agent who insured against freshets got
hod become addicted to the inordinate there just one day too late.”

be?”

of the neighborhood, celebrated their gold-

en

wedding. A

few days ago Mrs. Moore

died at the age of

71. Mr. Moore

is

the paper : not that alone, but every person who
advertised in the columns of the paper. I wrote
to

Wright's
strong team, winning two of the three first
games. It is now conceded that greater un-

playing, the club is to be paid an indem-

killed the club will receive $5,000.

The followingsecret circularhas been received by the Knighte of Labor of Chicago,and
will be read in the variooaassembliesdaring
the coming week :
Noble Ohdkh of the Knights or Labor of
America,Philadelphia,Pa.. May 1— To ih*
Order Everywhere, Greeting: The response to
the secret circular issued March IS has boon SO
generous and the indorsement of tbo sentiments
contained in it has been so unanimous that I
feel encouraged and strengthenedin the work.
Nearly 4,000 assemblies have pledged themelves to act on the advice contained in the clr>
cular of April 13. I feel that it only requires the
coming to the front of the real men of our order
to set us right before the world. We have been
losing ground, so far as public opinion is ooncorned, for some time. One of tbo eat
that we have allowed things to bo done under
the name of the Knights of lAibor for which the
organisation was in no way responsible.I ask
of onr members to keep a jealous eye upon the
doings of tho labor men who never labor, and
when they charge anything to our ordef In your
locality set the seal of your condemnation upon
It at onoe by denying it.
If a paper criticises the Knights of Labor or
its officers do not boycott it, ana if you have any
suoh boycott on remove them. A Journal not
long since made some uncomplimentary allusions to the General Master Workman of the
Knights of Labor, and at the next meeting of the
nearestaHsembly a motion was cast to boycott

Washington defeated Harrv

salt, and his investigations go to prove

nity

witnessed

Washington
and SL Louis. Rain prevented the first
game betwen Chicago and Kansas City, in
the latter place, but on the following day
over 6,000 spectatorswitnessed a thirteen inning game, which was won by the champions by one run. Not a few prophesied
that the admission of Washington and
Kansas City into tbo league would lessen
the interest of the general public, as the
new members would not be strong enough
to compete with the older clubs in the organization.The opening games dispelled
this illusion, as in additionU> Kansas City
tieing the champions for twelve innings,

__

December. Dignified in January.
Always a darling. We throw her a
kiss.” This is certainlyenthusiastic,

friends. Similar crowds

the opening games in

are ill

in

game, which was won by New York,

the winning nine were borne from the
grounds upon the shoulders of admir-

from overwork and unable to out fires.
perform their judicial duties. This
—It is generally thought among those best
‘serviceable’ dark cloth skirt decidedly
state of affairsmay well serve to call informedthat Congress will declareforfeitthe worse for wear. She says that
attention to the necessity of means to ed the unearned portion of a valuable land
dress to her savors of the shop alone,
and the less she can think about it relieve the United States courts. The grant of the Marquette, Houghton <fc Ontonwhen away from business the happier bill proposed by the American Bar As- agon Railroad, says a special from
sociation to effect this change has been Ishpeming. The earned portion has been
she is."
before Congress several years, but re- sold to the MichiganLand and Iron ComMr. Charles Russell, M. P. for
mains unacted upon. The most im- pany. The last State Legislature extended
Hackney, and former M. P. for Dun- portant suits are brought in the United the time for building the balance of the road
dalls, is the first Roman Catholic who
States courts, and, after great delay, from L’Anse or Houghton to Ontonagon
has occupied the office of Attorney are tried by overworkedand underpaid till July 4 of the present year, but the railroad company has not even begun the gradGeneral of England since the ReformaJudges. The circuits in nearly all the
ing for the extension. It would appear that
tion. He is an Irishman, bom in
Western States are too large. The plan
the railroadofficials care very little whether
Newry in 1833, and was educated in
proposed by the Bar Associationto rethe grant is forfeitedor not.
Trinity College. The first Roman
lieve the Supreme and the Circuit
— Arouet Richmond, senior member of
Catholic judge since the Reformation
Courts ought to afford at lea.«ft a basis
the firm of Richmond it Backus, Detroit,
was the late Judge Shea, also an Irishfor a bill that Mill expedite business in
who was placed under the guardianship of
man, from Kilkenney. Sir James the Federal tribunals.
Alfred P. Toulmin over a year ago, by the
Mathew, of the chancery judiciary, is
now a Roman Catholic and of a TipA new paper has been started in Probate Court, has filed a petition asking
perary family. The Marquis of Ripon, Dakota. The editor of it seems to that the guardian be removed. He claims
now First Lord of the Admiralty, was think a good deal of the ambitious Ter- that undue influencewas brought to bear
upon his wife when she filed the petition
the first Roman Catholic, since the ritory, for he goes into raptures over it
asking that a guardian be appointed, and
Reformation, admitted to the Cabinet. in the followingstyle : “Dakota is the
that such action was without proper justifiqueen of the prairie States. Her throne
cation. Mr. Richmond claims to have proA movement is on foot among the
is in the lap of a line of silver mountains.
tested against the appointmentof Toulmin,
students of Paris to compel the Facultv
Her footstool is the subsoil of a golden
and sets forth that a bond in the sum of
of Medicine to grant a degree to M.
prairie.. Her scepter is the wisdom and
$5,000 only was filed, when his interest in
Pasteur, which would enable him to
grace of a people whose trust is in God. the firm amounted to at least $60,000.
inoculate those who go to his laboratory
Her maids of honor are wheat and sil—The directorsof the Detroit Base- Ball
to be treated for rabies or any other
ver, flax and cattle. Her knights are
Club
have hit upon a scheme by which
malady. As it is, he has to act through
men of brain, with hands of brawn. they hope to avoid financial loss should
a doctor. Two students who were Her palace is carpeted with green.* Her
any member of its team become disabled
never bitten by any rabid animal have
courts are paved with jasper. Water- while traveling from one city to another.
been importuning him to inoculate
falls tinkle in the sunlight on her The accident insurance companies have
them, in order to get more completely
borders. The everlasting hills rise up heretofore strictly refused to assume any
at the law which governs rabies. He
to guard her from her enemies. Her risk on professional ball -players,but exin refusing (reports the Paris corremen are full of manly perseverance and ceptions have been made to members of
spondent of the London News) said that
courage; her women of womanliness the Dctroits,and every member now has
he was not licensed to cure, much less
and grace. She is young. She is his life insured. The policy is made payto kill, hoping that this would rid him
bright. She is altogether lovely to look able to the Treasurer of the Detroit Club.
of them, but they have made his want
upon. Sprightly in March. Dashing Should one of the players be injured while
of a degree a questionof discussion at
in June. Beautiful in September. Mild traveling, and compelled to abstain from
the meeting of the associationof medi-

had lost its place in the favor of our
such doubt must hove been re-

of

almost any evening about 5 o’clock, in eling from place to place. Several of what is generally known, namely, that salt
a particularly shabby, old-fashioned the District Judges in the same circuit water is better than fresh water for putting
sealskin jacket, a nondescripthat, and a

sons Therefor.
America, or

moved on April 29th lost, when the opening games of the National League season
in length.
of 1886 were played, in the presence of
—Otter Lake Knights of Labor are ar- thousands of delightedand enthusiastic
ranging for a monster celebrationJuly 4, spectators. New York and Boston, at the

the

gan to Tennessee, and he was kept constantly

game of

citizens,

Cross Village one day last

an un-

of

me

,

Clubi— 0 'i
6 3
2
5
4
3
3 5
2
3 5
5

"

15

Clnhs—

—

13
7

3
7
7

Metropolitan .......................
Louisville ............................
Cincinnati ............................
Brooklyn .............................
9
Baltin lore .................
Athletic ..............................

H
8

11

10
10
7

0

The guesses as to the standing of the
league clubs at the end of the season, received in response to A. G. Spalding &
Bro.’s offer of $100 to the person making
the correctguess, have shown considerable
diversity of opinion as to tho result. Out

The Bostons lost

three out of their
four games in the last inning.

first

The two longest base ball throws on
record aie: Ed Crane, Boeton Unions, 135
vards 1 loot J inch, und 134 yards 5 inches.
Babe-hall players will probably not
join the strike for eight hours as the limit

of a day’s labor. They are perfectlycontented with two hours.

The National League was organized t_*u
vears ago. and the championship has been
held by three clubs, as follows: Chicago,
’76, '80, ’81, '82, '85; Boston, ’77, '78, ’84;
Providence, 79, '83.
An agreementhas practicallybeen concluded by which Teemer and Gaudanr will
row their contemplatedrace at Pullman or
Lake Calumet abont the 1st of June.

which he

followed with a sketch of the life of his de-

parted companion, and then extended an

nations.
We have hod some trouble from drinking
Vl

would be the enemy of his fellow-toileron the
morrow, for after all it Is bow to acquire capital
and bow to use it properly that wo are endeavoring to learn. No! The man of capitalis not
necessarily the enemy of the laborer; on the
they must be brought closer together.
I am well aware that some extremists will say
Dam advocatinga weak plan, and will say that
bloodshed and destructionof property alone
will solve the problem. If a man speaks such
sentiment* in an assembly read for him the
charge which the Master Workman repeats to
the newly initiated who joins cur "army of
peace. '' If he repeat* his Dousenro put him out
-In tho hands of mep entirely great the pen is
mightierthan the sword.” To that I odd : "la
the hands of men entirely mouth tlie gun is
harmless as bis word.” tf) our drinking member I extend the band of kindness.I bate the
uses to wbiob rum has been put, but it is my
duty to reach down and lift up tbs man who
bos fallen a victim to the use ct liquor. It there
is snch a man within sound of the Secretary's
voice when this is read, I ask him to stand erect
on the floor of tbia assembly,raise his band to
heaven, and repeat with me these words
| t‘I am a Knight of Labor. I believe that every
man should be free frem the curse of slavery,
whether the slavery appears in tbs
shape of
me nopoly, usury, or intemIteronce.The flrmest link In tho chain of
oppression is the one I forge when I drown,
manhood and reason by drink. No man
can rob me of the brain my God baa given me
unless I am a party to tho theft If I drink to
drown grief I bring grief to wife, child, and sorrowing friends. I add not one iota to the sum of
human happiness whan 1 invite oblivion over
tho rim of a glass. If one moment's forgetfulness or Inattention to duty while drank brings
'

The

total of seventeen in those contests; and his

D.,

ished.
In iuture the General Executive Board must
not be interfered with in tho performanee of its
duty. If you have confidence In them, sustain
them and obey them ; if not, ask for their resig-

members and from men who talk abont buying
guns and dynamite. If the men who possess
money enough to buy guns and dynamite would
invest it iu the purchase of some well-selected
work on labor they would put tbo money to good
use. They will never need the gun or dynamite
in this country. It is my opinion that the man
of 620 guesses, 436 place Chicago first, 152 who does not study the politicsof the nation
place New York first, 21 place Detroit first, and tho wants of our people would make but
use of a rifle. Tho man who cannot vote
8 place Philadelphia first, 2 place Boston little
intelligently and who will not watch the man
first, and 1 asserts that 8t. Louis will fly
he votes for after be is electedcannot be depended upon to use either gun or dynamite.If
the pennant for 1886.
One of the singularitiesof the year is, the head, the brain of man, cannot work out the
problem now confronting us, his band alone will
that not a single fhember of the numerous
never solve It. If I killmy enemy I silence him.
Smith family appears on the roll of the it is true, but I do not convince him. I would
moke a convert rather than a corpse at my
clubs of the National League.
enemy.
Men who own capital are not our enemies. If
GENERAL SPORTING NOTES.
that theory held good the workman of to-day

work of Andrews, of the Philadel-believer,and refused to procure the services
phias, has been terrific.He is the only
of a minister of the Gospel. At the funeral
leagne player who lias batted safely in every
ceremonies at the house the venerable hus- one of tin? first seven league games. He
band read an extract from the “Footprints made eleven runs and thirteqn hits, with a
of Life,” by Philip Havy, M.

the Order Has Lost Ground in

Public Estimation—The Rea-

for the purpose of exploring the Gogebic

two branches of

remote familiarity with a fashion plate.

He Thinks

deal.

Mary Cole to Mr. Charles
Congress. The Wood is a perversion of the usual process
Senators’ sons stick together and af- of converting wood to coal,— New York
The late Charles - Sumner 'married a
fect to look down on the Representatives’ World. We do not know how it may bo in
beautiful woman at a late hour of his
sons. The latter are only too ready to New York, but every man in Michigan who
life, and in attending the parties to
fight for their rights. Naturally, the owns a coal-bin has his coal turned into
which she led him experiencedsuch
result is seen in frequent scrimmages. wood.— Free Press.
acute pain because of his misplacement
The latest of these occurred between
—A deaf mute carrying the mail from
and the absence of his books that, acEddie Kenna, son of Senator Kenna, of the postoffice to the Flint Deaf and Dumb
cording to various accounts,he loomed
West Virginia, and Johnnie O’Neill, son Institutionwas discovered behind a pile of
above the prevailing greatness, and fun,
of the St. Louis Congressman. Mr. heading bolts examining the contents of
and gentility like the awful embodiO’Neill’s 7-year-old came home with the letters which he had taken from the bag.
ment in small space of an impending
air of a boy who has had the best of it,
While being taken to the institutionwhere
epidemic. Mr. Sumner willinglysubHe confided to his father’ssecretary he now remains in custody, ho drew a
mitted to the divorce for which his wife
the details, with the conclusion:"Yer knife on one of his captors but was dissued— and no harm to either— and
betcher life it’s a cold day when the armed.
though he didd early he lived happy.
House gets left at our school.” — St
—Professor Kedzie, chemist of the AgriBooth," says a New Louin Globe-Democrat.
cultural College at Lansing, has made an
York writer, “has1 edited Harper1 a
analysis of the contents of the principal
It is said that the late Judge Baxter’s
Bazar for ipore 'years than it is polite to
grenades, tubes, and other patent devices
fatal illness resultedlargely from over- for the extinguishment of incipient conflatalk about, but no oner seeing her on
work. His circuit extended from Michi- grations.He finds the only active ingrethe street would suspfect her of even a
sure to be cool.

is

POWDERirS WISE WORDS.

this narcotic

batting average was .433, with a.total of
.566.
‘

An attempt was made

last week to intro-

a

moke remarks from duce ball-playing indoors in Chicago. The
plan is quite elaborate and expensive— too
a secular standpoint.The eldest daughter
much so, we fear, to prove remnnerative to defeat to the least of labor's plans a lifetime at
attentionto duty alone can repair the loss. I
read a poem which she had prepared for
the projectors, two young men from Nashinvitation to any one to

the occasion, in which, however, she ac-

knowledged a Heavenly Father, who “folds
His loved ones in His arms, and quiets
them

to

rest.” At the grave the husband

simply and tenderly bade his wife farewell,
closing by saying:

“We

ore all of the earthy

and must return to the earth again.”

The

daughter, standingby her father, recited
another verse, in

which she frankly ac-

knrwVufcted God sod the spirit land.

Tenn. By means

of a special wire
leading into Central Music Hall and connecting with the League grounds in St.
Louis, full particulars Were given of the
gome in progress between the Chicago and
St. Louis dabs. Every play was illustrated
upon a canvas screen twenty feet square
containing a pictnre of a ball field. The
small audience present was pleased at the
novelty of the thing, bat there is no reason
to anticipate that the enterprise can be
ni»de to succeed in .Chicago.
ville,

promise never again
sition.”
If every

to

put myself in such a po-

member of

the Knight* of Labor
would only pass a resolution to boycott
drink ro far a* ho is concernedfor five years, anS
would pledge his word to study tbo labor question from its different standpoints, we would
host arrayed on the
thou have nn invincibleboot
aide of jostice.We have, threugb some unfortunatemisunderstanding, incurred the
enmity of several trades-unions.While I can
UUU no
find
UU C-AUUIU
excuse 1U1
for Wiu
the unmanly
UAAa***~*»j attack made
upon us by some of these people i time wfcen
wo otood face to face with a n
uertion. nei
neither can I see any |
nnertlon,
there should be any © msoi for

HOLLAED CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

Editor.

Saturday, May 15, 1886.
Married:— On Sunday, May

2, by

Rev,

H. D. Jordan, at the home of the bride,
Mr. Joseph Kordux to Miss Alice Souter,
all of Holland.

you talk to other mens. We must pas op
who we marry thais why I love you, write
me one answer that I like and then Ik wil
come and see you aud you can see how
you like me, I write this with fear and
tremblingblack letters on white paper.
My name is S. Omysoul.” After looking
over the above effusion I think my advise
to those desiring to use it as a model
would be don't be quite so abrupt at the
start and apply the endearing terms at
first and gradually head up to the pn posal
. We must pay your very bilious correspondent at Johnsville the doubtful
compliment of being an adept in the use
of slang. His efforts shows study. Besides, “Tugbutton”inuendoesare always
.

List of

remaining in the post-

letters

office at Holland, Mich., May 6, 1886:
Miss Dora Hudley, F. S. Porter.

cars,

1,011 flat

cars,

21 log

oars, 5 snow plows, besides a great

many

other kinds of cars.

A public meeting of citizensis culled
to meet in Mayor McBride’s office on next

Monday evening, May 1

, to take steps

toward observing Memorial Day,

Van Raaltb,
J. Grootenhuib.
B.

We

O XT PL

Among numerous exchanges

received

during the summer.... A traveling salesman for Dr. McLean, of St. Louis, Mo.,
was in the village this week.... The
school children here seem to be pleased
with their present school teacher, Miss M.

HEW HOME and

MEYER, BROUWER & CO’S.

Baby Carriages!

ms with the Services for
Church Items
Brushes! Brushes!
An exchange asks: Do you really wish
To-mcrrow.
Painters and others using Brushes will
First Reformed Church, services nt
the merchants of your own town to grant
remember that there is no larger assort-

9:30 a. m., and 2 p. in. Sunday School
ment, nor bet'er, nor cheaper brushes in
3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the the city than ut the Drug Sb-re of
fers? How can you secure this? By meetThird Reformed Church, on Thursday,
14
Dr. Wm. Van Puttkn.
ing all obligations honestly contracted as at
3
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
soon as possible; then paying cash, when
Building Tor Sale.
10:30 a. m., ard 7:30 p.
Sunday school
you have it to pay, instead of buying for
Th'1 building on Eighth street, now ocat 12 m. Young Peoi lt’a libelingat 0:30.
cash of peddlers and foreign dealers, who Rev. Thomas Walker JoheV Pastor. cupied by R. A. Hunt as a saloon will be
sold cheap and on easy terms. Inquire of
never accommodate you,who never care for Subjects: Morning, “The giver his own
Mrs E. Khuisenga.
your misfortunes as do your home mer- benefactor.” Evening, “The joy of salvation retained.” Congregationalsiagintr.
chants who always meet you half way,
Notice?.
Opening Anthems by tke.ehoir. Weekly
and who make many of the burdens you praise and prayer-meeting Thursday ut City Clerk’s Office,
Holland, Mich., May 4, 188-0.
bear easier, because knowing of your mis- 7:30 p. m. All are welcome.)
Sealed proposals will he received by
fortunes he sympatizes with you, extends • Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
the Common Council of the City of Hoi
your period of credit, and only asks that tfroek, Pastor. Services at 0.30 a. m., and land, until Tuesday, May 18, 1880 at 7 p.
2 p.
Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
m. for doing the team work for said City,
you be manly and deal honestly with him,
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
and that you may merit bis continued Subjects:Morning, “Temptationand for one year, proposals to state the price
per day and per load. Endorse on the
-confidence, and in retnrn bestow upon fall of our first parents.” Afternoon,
envelope Proposal for Team Work.'
him your patronage, which he has a right “Lead us not into temptation.” In the
By order of the C< mmon Council.
evening a sermon will be reached in
to expect.
14
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
English by Dr. S etlens.

7:30.

2t.

m

14-8m.

METER, BROUWER &
A GREAT DISC0YERY.

-

Scientific

First Church, Rev. E. Bo-, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2:03 p. m. Sunday school at 3:45. Subjects:Morning.
“Justifying faith a saving grace.” Afternoon “Faith in its nature and operation.”

Mrs. J. P. De Coutre is spending a few
week! visitingfriendsin Chicago. . .Veterinary enrgeon Curtis, has a number of
“patients” in this vicinity and where the
cattle were cot too low when he was
called they Improved rapidly under his
treatment.... G. H. and F. L. Souter
have each planted about three acres of
grapes this spring, unlike physicians these
boys take their own prescription. . .The
slight frosts of last week did no damage
to the fruit blossoms. . .Below is nearly
a verbatim copy of a letter received by
one of our fair damsels from a badly smitten swain. It will be easily seen that the
aforesaid swain is an adopted citlzeo.
We shall consider the publication a philanthropic act done for the benefit of other
young men similarly afflicted as it will
save them the cost of a complete letter
writer. Although It Is to be hoped that
their struggleswill not be as terrific as
those of the author. (A friend saw him
writing with bis nose within an inch of
the paper and his tongue banging out,
while great crops of peraperation streamed
from bis face). After two hours hard labor
he produced the following tender epistle:
“Dearest Hendriks, Ik ask yon 2 words
will you be minevrow, (here occurred a
blot looking as if the spelling didn’t suit
and be had rubed it out with his fioger)

We have a large line of Paper and Enbought direct from the factory
which we can job at very low prices.
velopes

12-4t.

Yates & Kane.

.

.

and

m.

Teachers meeting Friday
Prayer-meeting Thursday
evening at 7 :80 p.m. All the seats are free.
Subjects: Morning, “The Value of a
good wife,” Evening, “God revealed in
at 7 p.

at 7:80

p.

m.

natqre.”

perative.A man, well known in this
community,awoke oue morning with
a feeling of pain in his muscles. He
took a cold bath, thinking the reaction would drive the pain from his

was

’

THAN EVER BEFORE!

liisd, Lari and latli

OILS.
We

will

have not had one complaint of

—Mover

of

—

peeling,

CROWDING THE PAINT TRADE,
Do not forget that we still have as complete
a Stock of

As

la

kept in the city, and sell them at prices

.
, to

lee! lee!

Notice.

1886.

black, as were their ances-

two years and ten monihs old. This Is their first
season. They are undoubtedlythe best Norman
stallionsin this part of the country and!

nvite all

I

IntereMed in horses to call atd look them over. It

.

,

„

.t
H. BOON E, Proprietor.
Holland. Mich., April 29. 1686.

Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made in the conditions of a
ertaiu niortgtge from lede Glae to Edward J.
Harrington, asted September twenty-sixth. 1863,
recorded Octobertwenty-fifth,1863, in Keginter’s
Office,of Ottawa t ounty, .Michigan, liber 23 of
mortgages,page 46 (which mortgage was assigned
by said Edward J. Harrington by assignment
dateilDecember eighteenth, 1883. to Charles Storing. said assignmentwas recorded on December
twenty-fonrth, 1883, tn said Registers Office, in
liber 20 of mortgHges,page 562), which default
was by failure to pay Interest duo on September
twenty-sixth, 1885, and said Interest having since
remained unpaid »nd in arrear.said assignee hereby drclnres the whole amount of said mortgage
due and payable; and upon which mortgagetnere
is claimed due at this date seven hundred and
twenty-twodollars, and also six dollars and seventv-iwocents for taxes paid by said assignee,
and no salt or proceedings having been Instituted
at low to recover the same, notice is hereby given
that on July twenty-eighth, 1686. at one o, clock In
the afternoon, said mongage wi.l be foreclosed by
sale of the mortgaged premises at public auction
at the front door of the Ottawa County Court

House, Grand Haven, Michigan, to pay amount
due on suld mortgage, with Interestand foiecloetire
costs, said premisesbeing the north half of the
north east quarterof Section twenty three, in
Town six, north pf Range sixteen west, tn Ottawa
County,Michigan.
Dated April 28, 1686.
CHARLES STORM! G,
Assigneeof Mortgage.
, J- C. POST, Attorney.

.

„

A.

C.

Van Raalte
—

Lively and Sale Stable,

MARKET

STREET.

Hacks for Weddings, Private
Parties and Receptions,

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUNERALS.
The Best Livery it the

City.

GIVE ME A CALL!
A. C.

VAN RAALTE.

Holland, Micb.t April

1,

1886.

9 lyr.

DRUGS and MEDICINES

15-2t.

&

Its

While we are at present

ALCOTT,

are Jet

of

tors; they have a flne pedigree and are as yet but

cracking or chalking off.

15-

I.

These horaes

0 3STB,

Season

the

— -Proprietorof

ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

Notice of residence hereafter.

agency for the celebratedHamiueu Prepared Paint*. The local painters here
claim it to be the best they have ever
used. Do not buy any other bcioro you
have examined it.
R. Kanters & Sons.

During

make prices on Oils

state that the paint put on building*
four yei r« ago has given

& Sons have secured the

B0

Hi.

BUY THE

Wo

R, Knntera

will be at the Bale Stable of

will pay you.

lystem. It did drive it from his limbs
his heart, and before
night he was dead. This is only one of
many similar cases. They all show the
necessity of driving rheumatism, which is
a blood disease, out of the blood, and for
this purpose no modern discovery hnsever
equalled Hibbard’s Rheumatic Syrup,
Syrup.
Mr. C. D. Deuio, of Jackson. Mich., who
paralyzed on one side whs completely
cure d by its use, and believes he would
li^ve been in his grave to-day if he had
not fortunately learned of and taken this
great remedy. Should anyone who reads
these lines be affleted even in n slight degree by any rheumatic trouble, we w mid
earnestly warn them agniust a delay
wnlon may prove fatal

but went to

Physician and Surgeon To prove the quality of the*o Paint*, we would

Prepared Paints.

First-Glass

THE FINE BLOODED NORMAN
STALLIONS

There is no fact now more certain than
tnat sudden deattib are not caused by
heart disease, apoplexy or paraljsie but
by other infirmitiesof which death is only
the final stage. And physicians and scientists all agree that rheumatism In aoms
one of Its many forms is this cause which
has stood in the background so long and
caused so much misery. Any man, woman
or child troubled with the slightestmuscular rheumatism Is in danger and a danger from which instant escape is Im-

MABBS,

Walsh’s Drug Store.

Guaranteed
or no Pay.

Marcus and Dick

Shevin-f iUiams Paints

Office at

Leave your orders for ice with G. P.
Hammer or at the store ot R. Kanters
Sons. The price for the season, for famieye. Ik lies, has been reduced to five dollars. 15-4

cause you look so nice In my
t think ov any thing bnt yowwhenl
I the pigs your Image (intended doubta i1 a compliment) is before me. 1
n of Ik see you peeling tatera
oner. I think ov yon so much
I sometimes and my coffee don’t
. good. Dearest, (another blot an
inch in diameter) it will be good for you
to be ay woman. Ik don’t like to see

J. A.

Work

All

Can bo

that will astonish you.

D

which will be delivered when done.

Bendlly Avoided.

$cui ^itofftfeenwatu.

Methodist Episcopal Church-Rev. H.
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school ut 12 m.
Class-meeting at close of morning service,

Laundry Work,

Facts Which Are

Terrible Danger That

.

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.

will

The True Source of Heart Disease
and Apoplexy.Made Public.

Retail dealers are requested to call.

Evening, Prayer-meeting.

A

POSTAL CARD

Arousing the Community.

2t

l

THAT

Dropped In the Post Office to Box 436
bring a man to yonr house for your

Prove to b© a nine of
Danger.
Some

GO’S.

EEMEMB1E!
-

Apparently Harmless Symptoms

m.

Lake Shore.

*20.00.

•

adise.

OPT AROUND.

SEWING MACHINES,

otter first class

NEW SEWING MACHINE FOR

Cream

of-

finest in the land at

GO’S.

of

!

Good Goods and Low Prices can always be obtained at

Black.

you favors whenever the opportunity

Fancy Chairs and Lounges.
ORGANS VERY CHEAP

BROUWER &

A GOOD

SUITS,

FLUSH PARLOR SUITS,

TAUNTS

week was the Holland City News,
Pierce.. Ani.ou.ncemj-ints:Sunday School
publishedat Holland, Mich., W. H. Rog- Sunday 11:80 a. m.; Class meeting at parers. The News is a handsomely printed sonage at 7:30 p. m.; Prayer meeting,
Thur&day eveuing at the home of Mr. D
paper, and is a credit to an intelligent
g. w.
community, and the business men of the
CoopERsyiLLE:— From a special to the
» place should give it more good paying
Chicaco Daily Sews, of May 11, we learn
home advertising.— ifod City Clarion. .
the following: “A tramp who was seen
near Belleville, lil., to-day, and who said
Have you seen “Queen Bess?” If no*,
The chief attraction for the ladies of that his name was William Ringgold, call at Kremers & Bangs,
this city and vicinity seems to be the mil- confessed that he was the tramp referred 14-2t
Central Drug Store.
linery parlors of Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co. to in the following telegram, clipped fr< m
Strawberries
The reason for this is that a large assort- the Chicago Daily News of Sept. 20, 1884:
‘Grand Haven, Mich., Sept. 25.-L<ut At Lander’s.
15-21.
ment of very flne millinery goods, includ- night a tramp en.ered the house of a faring all the latest novelties,has just been mer named J. McClain, who lived six
We guarantee the Leonard Refrigera
received there. Fashionable hats for miles from Cooperavllle,this county, and tors to give perfect satisfaction in every
raised a disturbance. A son left the house respect, and the prices reasonable. Wbat
atreet and dress, shade hats, from the
to summon assistance,and when he re- m rre can you expect?
“Cartwheel” to the most aesthetic shade turned found his aged father dead, the
R. Kantkrs & Sons,
imaginable, can be found there, and all tramp having shot Lim before the eyes of
Sole Agents.
sorts of stylishtrimmings,as well as any his family and then Jed.’
Found.— A qcod Refrigerator, made of
He said that he was hungry and went to
thing that may be desired in their line of
the house to ask for ood, but the old man bard wood, double walled, charcoal fil'ed,
goods.
insulted him and told his son to run to the carved panels and walnut ornaments; Imneighbors for help; :bat the old man then proved circulationof dry cold air, and all
The beautiful spring weather we have begi n cursing him and calling him names inside flues removablefor cleanliness.
been having for days past, has called forth and in a passion he thot him. He then' For sale only by R. Kanters & Sons.
exclamationsof praise from everybody. made his escape to the woods, where Le
remained until night, and traveled in the
Ice
Never did orchard, wood land, and meadow darkness until he retched Chicago, where
At Lander’s.
15-2t.
look more inviting or attractivein he worked in the McCormick reaper
Dyes! Dyes!
early May than now; everything in the works all winter. In April he went to
Minneapolis,
where
he was employed for
Handy
Packaze
and Diamond Dyes all
line of fruit is in blossom, and a really
a few weeks In a flouring mill, and then shades and colors at
heavy foliage already covers the shade next as deckhand tn the steamer White
14-2t. Dr. Wm. Van Putten's.
trees. The soil is warm and dry, spring Eagle.
Alter that he traveled south ns far as
crops partiallyin, and in some cases oats
Golden Seal Bitters is meeting with
New Orleans, and re.urning arrived in grand success wherever used. It is an
are up, while numerous gardens have
East St. Louis just before the strike. He
been planted. With this thing continued, is now incamped near Belleville with a article of great merit. Every family
shoul dhaye it in the house. It Is the
Michigan will indeed grow up to be a par- gang of tramps.
Cuming family medicine.
last

BED-ROOM

Marble Top

Decorations,

A New Line
DOMESTIC,

CO..

THE FINEST

of

The

that celebration will either be held on Sat- Burton, has gone back to Casco to jenmin
cele-

BROUWER &

At Bottom Prices,

At MEYER,

ready

price already sewed and

AND VERY FINE

some under he tr mtment of Dr.Smilh,of R< b
towns are taking time by the forelock and inson. George will soon be able to work
arranging for celebrations July 4. The again.... Mr. A. Barey, A. and H. Alger
took the north bound train for some bark
“glorious” comes on Sunday this year so
peeling region on Tuesday last. ..Thnp.
urday or Monday. Is Holland to

same

at the large Furniture Store of

MEYER,
Vail Paper, Ceiling

notice by our exchanges that

brate?

for the

A New and Large Assortment

Rev. Rible, in company with a Mr.
fetuart, went to Robinson a distanceo
nine milts on horseback.... Georve Barlow who has been ill, is now recovering

Committee.

CARPETS

“Free Lance.”

Mr. G. W. Davidson, arrived here again
last week having been to Detroit, Battle
Creek, and several other places. He has
now completed the purchaseof a five am
one-half acre lot of Mr. R. T. Cady on
which he intends buildinga stone dwelling house, and a barn.... Friday night,
the 7th inst., a pound social was held at
the residence of Deacon Pierce’s in Olive
Center for the Rev. Mr. Rible of this
place. It is said that it was an enjoyable
affiiir. .. .Saturday Miss Ives, niece o

has in use 46 locomotives, 27 passenger

!

"STOUIR-

When you can buy them
to put down

JFest Olive.

Chicago and West Michigan R’y,

can, 590 box

TO BU1T

.

cowardly.

Wm. Vbrbkkk, P. M.

The

.

DON’T GO TO GRAND RAPIDS

_

GENERAL DRAYING.
I

have a quantity of good

I will

summer wood which

dellvsrcheap. Orders may be left at the

„

.

suit the times.

KREMERS & BANGS,

Central Drug Store.
Holland, Mich., May 7th, 1886.
• tui taken 0* leAd tn
the site* of Out clan ol
rem edict, and has giren
Almost unlvenal utufec-

^

‘kURPHY BROS.,
Of late parties purchasing beer at my Meat Market of J. Kulte.
Paris. Tex
brewery have been neglecting to fetch the
Chat woo the favor of
the public and now rank*
kegi back, and I take this means of informing all that I must have my kegs.
GIVE
A TRIAL.
Those who are detected in willfully keep
log them will be prosecuted.
I. ALCOTT.
A. Skip, Prop. Holland City Brewery. I Uolland, Mtch., May is, 1886.
is-sm. For salt at the drug Here of II. Walsh

ME

CABINET PHOTOS
Only $3.00 per Doz.
WILL 8. WATKINS, the popular artist,has
taken charge of Mr. A. M. Burgess Gallery, and
Intends to turn out nothing but first-class work.
All thosa desiring flne Photos will And It to their
advantageto give him a call.
Spaoixl Ratas Rivan to Sokool Classes
aad Large Groups*!
VIEWS 07 MACATAWA PARK JOB SALE.
Don’t Pdrget

oDand,

the

Stand, nearly opp. postofflee.

Mich., April tt,

1886.

4-Sm

A Summer Resort.

uWe

Notice.

city with enterprise enough to use a little

BUY

City Clerk’s Offick,
Holland, Mich., May

wish we had a few citizensin this

Flesh wounds and cuts can be healed
by a few applications of Salvation Oil.
All druggists sell it for twenty-five cents

1886.

4,

Sealed proposals will be received by the
work
Common Council of the City of Holland
of the advantages of Grand Haven as a a bottle.
until Tuesday, June 1, 1886 ,at 7 p. in.,
summer resort. Holland is goh.g far
for the furnishingand delivering to the
City
Holland,lumber
for all purpi
Saved HU Life.
- of
------------purposes,
ahead of us in this respect and that city
for one year, »o date from the 25th day o
has very few inducements to tempt sumMr. D. I. Wilcoxson, of Horse Cave,
August, 1886.
mer visitors. We have everything needed Kv., says be was, for many years badly
By order of the Common Council.
afflicted with Phthisic, also Diabetes; the
to entertain our guests and send them
14-4t Geo. H. »ipp, City Qlerk.
pains were almost unendurableand would
away satisfied, but we have no men here sometimes almost throw him into convulSchool Books, Blank Books, and fine
who have any life to them, that wish to sions. He tried Electric Bitters and got
stationery, Albums and Gold Pens, at
relief
from
first
bottle
and
after
taking
spare their capital for the purpose of
six bottles, was entirely cured and had rock bottom prices.
booming the city. A few hundred dolYates & Kane.
gained in flesh eighteen pounds, Says he
lars expended on the lake front would positively believes he would have died,
make this place the finest resort for pleas nad it not been for the relief afforded by
pil
ure and comfort in the world. The Electric Bitters.Sold at fitly cents a bot
tie by H. Walsh.
trouble in the few people here who gain
anything by entertaining summer guests
Dstroit,Mine 1 Haqistte Railroad,
For Earache, Toothache, Sore Throat,
are too grasping, and give the least return swelled neck, and the results of cold and
“Mackinaw Short Line”
use Dr. Thomas’ Electric The only Direct Route between the E&st and the
for the money received possible.If you Inflammation,
Oil— the great pain destroyer.
Upper Peoinaula of Michigan.
wish to do business in this city you must
TIES TABLE.
EAST.
WEST,
wake up and get some life into you. Our
Why will you suffer when one bottle of
Taking Effect
READ DOWN.
READ UP.
Dec. 23, 1835.
neighboringtowns will leave us so far be- West’s World’s Wonder will relieve,and
MINERAL
hind that we will remain but a spot upon two to three bottles cure any case of rheuRANGE R. R.
matism. 25 and 50c. Your druggist sells It.
a
the sand without any apparent object in
•c
+7.15am
printer’sink in telling the outside

-

--

-

*241.

Overstocked

view but

to take life easy

while the

money

and go

to sleep,

A Simple Cure

for Dyspepsia.

Probably never in the history of Propricity is passing by us to other places where etary medicineshas any article met sue
men do business with their eyes open. cess equal to that which has been showered upon Golden Seal Bitters. Why,
Let us brace up and all join in and do
such has been the success of ibis discovsomething. We must not think that be- ery, that nearly every family in whole
cause we know Grand Haven cannot te neighborhoodshave been taking it at the
excelled as a summer resort that all the same lime. Golden Seal Bitters combines
the best remedies of the vegetablekingworld thinks the same. We will do our
dom, and in such proportions as to derive
share it' our business men will get to the their greatest medicinal ettect with the
front and join us. What say you, shall east disturbarce to the whole system. In
we put Grand Haven to the front rank fad this preparationis so well balanced
n its action upon the alimentary canal,
and thereby make business lively and the Liver, the Kidneys, the Stomach, the
everythingprosper, or would you rather Bowels, and the circulationof the Blood,
wake up loug enough to read this article that it brings about a healthy action of the
and then drop off to sleep again and your entire human organism that can hardly be
credited by those who have not seen the
town gradually decline until we are cov- remarkableresults that have followed its
ered by moss aud sand?”— Grand Haven use. Sold by H. Walsh &
14-4
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Oak Stave Bolts, 80 Inches long,
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 Inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor further in-

Sexes,

Ice

Oil Stores,

«

New' Buffalo.: ......
Benton Harbor .......

Grand Haven, the Saratoga ul
the west, has been. Our monied men

Bangor ...............2
Grand Junction ...... 2
Holland ............. 8

Special lloticrs.

hot

summer months

for less

money than

any advertised ''summer resort in

at

this

country.— Wetrs-ifejwrfer.My, Bro. Weller, that is a big
1

one Muskegon— a

*'de-

ightful spot for recreation and pleasure”

—Whew! A
you

place for saw dust and

mean.

"

fleas

*’

The Rev. S. Jones, in a talk to the boys
down in Texas, told them: “0, I’ve ban
.all along there boys; I know all about it,
and I used to go to balls and dances, too,
boys. But when I wanted to get married,
when I wanted to settle down with a good
wife, I quit drinking and gambling; and
I did not go to a ball

room

to get

my

wife,

but I went to* prayer meeting, and I get
a

good one.” On

bia return to his board-

ing bouse bis landlady, who had beard his

remarks, said:

*T don’t blame

you,

5 35
6 35
7 22
7 35
8 40

Center Tables,

Masury's Liquid Colors
These colors are the best in the World.
No chemical combination or soap mixtures, aud are warranted pure Linseed
oil Paints. They are ready for application without other manipulationthan simply stirring with a stick to render the
mass of a like consistency.Better results
can be obtainedby those who have build
logs which require palming or re painting,
by the use of these colors than by the use
of any liquid paints ever before offered.
Everybody who has used them says so.
Dr. Wra. Van Putten is the sole ngtnt for
this section for these colors and keeps a
laree stock on hand. Call and try them.
Dr. Wm. Van Putten.

Mail.

p. n.

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

30 7 25
1 50 10 15
2 55 1 35
8 17 2 55
1 40 5 20

Bedsteads,

Exp Exp. Exp. ' Exp.

Zeeland .............. 3 40
4 56 10 35
Grauu Rapids ........ 4 S0l 9 25 5 45 11 20

5 58

Bed Springs,

a m. p.m.
Holland ..............10 25
Grand Haven ....... 11 15
Kerrvsburg..........11 20
Muskegon ..........11 55
t-

8
4
4
4

30
20
25
sr

WATER PIPES

a. ra.

30
6 80
6 10
7 15

15

p.m. p. m.
5 85 8 40
6 30 9 30
0 85
9 35
7 10 10 05

for all parties desiringthe

Allegan ............ 910 4 30
Hamilton ......... 9 42 505
Fillmore ............. 9 50 5 18
Holland .............10 IK 5 80

rum.
7

:80 p.

Board

of

Review.

£

11

2'

fit

up residences for

1

12

U

and put In

CHURCHILL

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

Etc.

All kind* of

AND EVERYTHING

Cisterns and Drive Wells
pot in and repaired.

Give ns a call.
VAN LANDEGEND A KERKHOF,

IN

.

THE

Review of the City of Holland, will
Friday, May 7, 1886.
meet at the Common Council rooms, in
Board met pursuant to adjournment. *aid city, < n Monday, the 17lh day of May,
Present: Inspectors De Roo, Harrington, 1886, and continueiu session lour succesKremers, McBride, and Yatea.
sive days, lor the purpose of reviewing
Inspector De Roo was elected Chairman the annual assessment roll, and any perpro tern.
son desiring so to do, may then and there
Reading of minutes dispensed with.
examine bis assessment.
The following bills were presented: R.
Dated, Holland, May 1st, 1886.
Kaniers & Sons, $47.20; G. P. Hummer,
Geo. H. 8ipp, City CUrk.
$2 00; 1. W. Barnhard,$4.80; J. Filtm in,
$26.38. R. Hall, $1.26; Bill of R. Ranters
The largest stock of all kinds of oils in
& Sons, relerred to Committee on Claims the city can tie found at the Drug Store of
und Accounts with power to allow, others Dr. Wm. Van Putten. -For^Boilid, Raw

Holland. Mich., June

19,

1885.

$3.00

Station A«ent.

ilcir 2Miwti$Mfnt$.

Notice is hereby giveo, that the Board

Will

Hot and Gold Water!

7 38 9 27 10 40
7 43 9 31 10 45
8 40 10 20 11 35

• • • • •

in regular

'

ViV

Mattresses,

p.m. a.m. p.tm.
7 00 8 50 9 50

Having
FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
linery goods we invite the ladies of Ho|.
p.m
a.m
land to come and examine our entire new
Holland ..........:.
10 25
stock. The great variety in Millinery Fillmore ............ 3 30
3 45
10 40
Novelties is too numerous to make special Hamiltou ......... 3 55
10 50
Allegan ........... 4 30
mention of each novelty. Call early.
11 25
L. & 8. Van den Bkuoe.
FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
Holland, Mich., April 29, 1886.
a.m p.m. p.m

F. G.

same. ;

ROM MUSKEGON TO HOL LAND.
p.

1886.

session. No quoAdjourned to Friday, May 7th,
m.

Board met

putting In

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.

12-4t.

3,

ESTIMATES
for

m. p.m. p.m. pm.
Grand Rapids ....... 9 00 12 35 10 40 4 40
Zeeland ..............9 58
11 25 5 10
Holland ..............
10 10 1 20 11 35 5 25

12 30 ..
Headquarters for Hammocks, Fishing
......
1 00
This is said to have completely floored the Tackle, und Base Ball goods. We have
t Daily. All other train* dally except Sandsy.
bought a large quantity of the above goods
popular preacher.
All trains mu by Central Standardtime.
at bottom prices which we shall be happy
Tlcketatoallpoint* In the United States and
to show you.
Canada.
Board of Education.
Yates & Kane.
J. H. CARPENTER, Gen. Pa**. Agt.

Holland, 'Mich., May

connection with the Holland City Water Worki,
we art- ready to make

a.

m. a. ra.
Muskegon .......... 1 45 11 40
Ferrysnurg .......... 2 80 12 25
Grand Haven ....... 2 35 12 30
Millinery Goods.
Hodand ..............3 25] 1 20
!p.m.
closed out their last year’s mil-

wberedidshe go to get her husband?”

PLUMBING
in

7 15

RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

14-2t.

brother Jones; but poor sister Jones,

«cprtd.*sd„^r".arkk.hTt

12

p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p.m.
Holland .............. 3 30 8 40 t4 45 10 25 5 40

FROM GRAND

William H. Jofllln, Delia Joilln, and Addle Best,
Defendant*.
In pursuance and by vlrtne of a decree of *ald
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa,tn Chancery, made in the above entitled cause, on the
Twenty first day of September.A. D.. 1885.
Notice 1* hereby given that on the 18lh day of
May, A. D., 1886. at one o'clock,In the afternoon,
fr°.Dt door °f ,ho Court House, In the City
otQnnA Haven, In aald County. I, the subscriber,
a Circuit Conrt Comml**loner, in and for said
w10,u.ntjr'.Lw11!
Beli' Pnb,,c <mcUoo, to the hlgheit
bidder, the land* and premise!described tn aald
decree a* follow*,via: All of that certainpiece
or parcel of laud sltnate and being tn the City of
Holland, In the County of Ottawa and Stale of
Michigan and described as follow*,to wit: The
East half of Lot numbered Twelve (19) In Block
numbered thlrty-*lx(861 In laid City of Holland,
according to the recordedplat of said City, and
recorded In the office of the Register of Deed* of
Ottawa County ns of the Village of Holland.
Dated April 8 d. 1886.

ABEND VI88CHER,

p.m. a. m. p.m.

1

AlexanderWilcox, Complainant,

Clrcnlt Conrt Oommlflaloner. tn

tRoM Holland to grand rapids

are engaged in the lumber business. Yet

ure in Muskegon’s surroundings in the

12

85
42
02
20
30

p ni.

have not time yet for building parks, they
people will find more comfort and pleas

11

the Stave and Heading
deliver the year

make and

Chancery Sale.

The Holland people never
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
a.m.
ptm. a. m
Holland .............
11 50 5 00
summer resort until
The best salve in the world for Cuts, Grand Junction ...... 10 25
11 87 2 20 1 10 8 05
Bruises.
Sores,
Ulcers,
Salt
Rheum,
Fever
the railroad company made the announceBangor ...............
11 55 2 37 1 31 9 20
Benton Harbor ......
27 3 23 2 35 12 00
ment. It is different with Muskegon. Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, New Buffalo.... ...... 21 8.5
4 25 3 55 2 35
Corns, and all ekiu eruptions, and positiveChicago
.............
5 45 7 10 7 00
Nature has made it one of the most de- ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
p.m. p.m. a. m p.m
lightful spots for recreation and pleasure guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
or
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
in the west and with half the money ex- money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
a. m. p.m. ptm. a. m.
For
sale by H. Walsh, Holland,and A. Chicago ............
9 00 3 80 9 55
pended here, that has been laid out at
Macatawa, Holland would he forgotten a>

all

State of Michigan. The Circuit Court for the
County of Ottawa.—In Chancery.

City.

they had a

CO, Prop's.

formation apply to Filter’s Stave Factory.
ED. VEP 8CHURE, Bupt.
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.

1

Mich.

R’y.

buy

will

Bolls you can
round, viz:

53

aJJOpro Lv Mack. C’y A 6 15ara
6 i5am A Bay City Lv 10 25pm
7 40 “
Saginaw
8 35 “
10 30 “
“ Gd. Rapids “ 5 05 “

MMNJ

Woodsmen.

WATSON.

easily as

and fz.oo.

Farmers and

A Card.

De Kruif, Zeeland, Micb.

ct«,

a bruise,
a burn.

+5.80pm

and Canadian points, tn both Michigan Central
and Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroads.
contemplatednew railroad is to be relied
To all who are sufferingfrom the errors
A.
£. W. ALLEN,
on for passengersfrom Grand Rapids. and indiscretionsol youth, nervous weak- Gen 1 Superintendent, Gen. Pass. & Ticket Aet
Marquette,
Marquette,Mich.
_At present' Macatawa is the most popular ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1
will sen
id _____
a recipe that will cure you,
Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
and largest patronized resort in West- i’REE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
ern Michigan and we will venture the was discoveredby a missionaryin South
Taking Effect Sunday, Kov. 29, 1885.
statementthat it will continue bo.— HW- America. Send a self-addressed envelope
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
land City News. Bro. Rogers is a great
New York
,20-ly
I Nl’t
TOWNS.
• joker. His park was discovered by the C.
Mail Exp.jExp.Mix.

& W. M.
knew that

a pain.
a tti
strain.

-- AND-

‘

The

it for
it for

Price 50

TiF

40pm “ Kalamazoo “ 215 “
40am “ Pt. Huron “ 4 10“
10 50 “
“ Detroit “ 6 05 “
10pm “ Buffalo “ 9 00am
s*sl 78 45
“ “ Toronto
915 “
very few inducements to tempt summer
8 iRam
West’s Pain King should be kept in sl|! 2 20pm “ Montreal “ 8 00pm
visitors. The attractionsat the summer
“ Quebec ** 2 30 “
0 o 0”'
every bouse for sudden attacks of cramps,
11 OOani “ New York " 0 00 “
resort is the leading factor in its success. colic, painter’s colic, cholera morbus, flux *.5*1 2 65pm “ Boston “
3 00 “
fII
and dysentery. Only 25c. All druggists.
5 Express Tralne Nog. i and 2 make close conMuskegon will attempt to make a sumnectlon* w|th night trains from and to all Eastern
Macatawa Park.

it for

From shoulder to ankle joint, and for
three months I had rheumatismwhich
yteided to nothing but Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil. Thomas’ EclectricOil did what no
physician seemed able to accomplish. It

Second-Hand

No. 8.

1.

tTOOain 1.40pm Lv Marq’ttel A *2.05pm
8.?5 *• 2.80 *• ..... Onota ..... I.13 “
9 05 “
2.50 “ ... Au Train ... 12.45 “
10.00 “
3.25 “ ... Manning. .. 12.05 “
10.30 “ 3.44
. RccdsburoS . II.47am
12.20pm 4.50 “ ... .ScneyS ..... 10.40 “
1 45 ••
5.50 “ .. Dollarville.. 9.56 “
2.05 “
5.57 “ ...Newberry... 9.50 »
4.15 •* 7.25 “ ..... I'alms ..... 8.31 “
fi.OO ••
7.40 *• ..... Moran ..... 8.11 “
5 50 “
815 “ .. St. Ignace4.. 7.45 “
9.00 “ AMack. C’vft Lv 7.00 “
Via at. C. or G.
At ~
R. A I. Roads
* !
A Connections

Purify your blood and reuukte your li- iif!
5 bc c
ver and digestive organs before the heat
attractions, we can’t fail of success with our of summer, and thus save a doctor’s bill
summer resort, But the G. H. E. Tribune by the timely use of West’s Liver Pills. i'Ea*
1 = 21
is a little off in saying that Holland has All druggists.

resort to rival

it for

ATTENTION

“ .. Negtbuee... A38 “
“ A MarquetteLv 8.00 “

No. 2

Evening Tribune. With Holland’s com-

mer

Thomas’ Eclectrlc

•test!:!®*.,.

WITH ALL KIND OF

..Ishpeming... 3.50 “

f £

bination of enterprise, printer’s ink, and

a pain

* c3*

K +8.30am Lv Houghton A t7.80pm
9.10 “ . .. L’Ause.... 6.10 “
i* ±> 11.00 “
•5 « 12.10pm ... Republic.... 5 20 “

No.

earache,
headache,
it for toothache,
it for backache.
it for

it for

Lv..

33

that would build up our

Try
Try
Try
Try

IT.

Thomas’ EclectricOil is the best thing
going, pa says. Cured him of rheumatism
and me of earache-two drops.— Muter
Horace Breniser, Clinton, Iowa.

Ip?

Calumet.. A 10,00pm
....Hancock,... +9.l0am

AND TRY

Koran ache or

loadi

e

IT

Buys One Dozen

louse Furnishing

of

--

AT-

LiIIKTE,
Jackson’s Gallery

14-2t

103 Monroe

St,

Grand Rapid*,

EQUAL TO THE BEST MADE

IN

THE CITT.

orders paid.

and all Machine Oils, there is no cheaper
Inspector Yates was detailed to visit place in the state to buy them tbau at bis
aclioola with Jns. De Roo.
place of
14-2t.
Bond of Treasurer fixed at ten thousand
dollars with four sureties. Bond to be apNotice.
proved by President and Chairman of
Office of Board of
Committee on Claim*.
Water Commissioners.
v President Steffensappeared.
Holland, Mich., May 3, 1886.
Committee on Building empowered to
procure belter ventilation for basement
To Water Takers, You are hereby notirooms.
fied that hereafter the ruler and regulaChairman of Committee on*Bai!dinga tions of the Board of Water Commissionto procure estimates on furnaces both coU ers of the City of Holland, in regard, to
and wood.
use of wster will be strictly enforced.
By order of the Board,
Geo. H. 8ipp, City Clerk.

business.

14-2t

SPECIAL BATES TO GLOBS. CLASSES, ETC.

THE LEONARD
Cleanablx, with Movable Flaea, Solid Abh,
Carved and Ornament-

ed, Triple Walled.
Charcoal Filled and
Metal Liked, making

Copying and Enlarging-

FiveWallalnall.Solid
Iron Shelves and AirTight Locks. Great vari

a

Bring in your

A.B.

srans

Bosnian’s enlarged.

PICTURES and

OLD

and

VALUABLE

m

copied and
Call and examine my work
have

tin

whether you with any done or
Remember the name and number. .

sot.

*

For Sola

by

R.Kanters&Sons

JACKSOff

S

GALLEBY

*

m

•vvy

A

OAKABY
BT

mas

AT THE

r

ABM.

WHITCOMB B1LKT.

Folks has ban to town ; and 8 airy
Fetched her home a pet canary,
And of all the blame contrary,
Aggervatin' things alive I
love muslo— that's I love It
When it's free— and plenty of it—
I

But

I

kind o’ git above It
At a dollar-eighty-flvel

And

it’s Just as I was Bayin’,—
Jest the Idy, now, o' layin’
Out yer money, and a-payin'
For a wilier cage and bird,
When the medder larks is wingin'
Bound ye, and the woods is ringin'
With the beautifulest Bingin'
That a mortal ever heard I

A mad dog, unless conftne< will
always escape from home, and
moving in a swift trot, will wander miles
in a straightforwardcourse without uttering a warning,sonnd. One morning,
when George Cross went out to the stable
to attend to his horses,he noticed a strange

“Tear down the corn-crib,” said Mrs.
Cross, desperately.
“Tear down the corn-crib!Why, Jennie,
yon must be crazy. Pshaw, what’s the use
of fretting. He’ll not come.”
“Then let’s go up into the garret to sleep,
anyway*” urged Mrs. Cross as a last appeal.

deg lying in the straw at the side of it.
The stable was a rude construction of
The house was so small that there wat
poles, with the roof and three sides of no room for a stairway on the inside, and
straw and the south side left open. He the only way to reach the garret was
gave the cur a kick, partly to get it oat of by a ladder on the outside of the house.
the way and partly to make it leave the
“Precious little sleep we would get up in
premises. The dog sprang at him, growl- that littlehole. Think of all the children
ing viciously,and Cross, surprisedat its jnp there! We would be smothered to
unexpected fierceness, sprang out of its death before morning. I guess we will

way and the dog immediately ran

off. take our

chances down here, Jennie. Just
go to bed and go to sleep like you always
do.”
“I can’t sleep, John. I just feel that
that horse will be here to-night.”
John wanted to go up again after supper
and see about the horse, and really to urge
George again to kill it, though he did not
tell his wife so, but she would not consent
A CLOCK FOR LOVE.
to his going.
“Suppose you should meet him on the
If I love you every day, ./
Three or four weeks afterwardsGeorge road, or he should come down here while
As the sun goes down the west,
Then you'll know my passion’s sway
and his brother, were looking at the horse you were gone,” said she, appalled at the
Buies forever without rest
and both men remarked that it did not seem picture drawn.by her own imagination.
well, and George mentioned seeing the
At the usual time the family retired, and
If I love you every hour,
strange dog at the stable. The horse John’s snore soon testifiedthat he was
As the river flowing strong,
Then you’ll know my passion’s power
would not eat the food placed before it,and restingeasy. Not so with his wife. She
Cannot half be told In song.
exhibiteda great restlessness,turning was too full of dread to even close her
about in its stall, and it could not drink eyelids.
If I love you every minute,
without great difficulty.Cross did not asAs the clouds float in the sky,
Her conviction that the horse would be
Ton'll be sure there’s something in it,
sociate the cause of the animal’s indisposithere before morning was so strong that
Though you can’t, perhaps, tell why.
tion with the wound on its leg, as the wound
her eyes dilated with fear as she lay in the
itself was apparently healed,, and he adIf I love you every second,
niter darkness and thought of the clnmsv
ministered some simple remedies,such as
As I draw each sighing breath,
doors and their frail fastenings.She could
Then you’ll know it can't be reckoned—
he had at hand, and refrainedfrom working
shake the whole structureherself, and
This love that lasts till death.
what protection would it afford against the
But in spite of his doctoringthe horse
But I love you all the time,
irresistiblefury of a maddened horse?
As the sea's eternal rock,
grew rapidly worse, and, from a handsome,
Several times some slight sound made her
Bo I need not say in rhyme
well-kept animal, it became shrunken and
think the dreadful visitor was coming, but
That my love don’t want a clock.
emaciated. One morning, Sam, George’s
each time it proved to be her fancy.
oldest boy, came galloping up to his uncle’s
She lay with her head half raised from
in the greatest excitement.
the pillow, and the baby clasped in her
“Quick, Uncle John! get on a horse and
arms, listening, it seemed to her', for hours.
come over and see what ails Colonel! He's
BY AUNT LIZZIE.
After a long, long time, the little clock
gone crazy, I guess. Father's afraid he’s
chimed out midnight with such appalling
going
to
die.”
About a quarter of a century ago the
distinctnessthat Mrs. Cross almost sprang
central part of Illinois was a comparatively As they rode rapidly • across the prairie out of bed.
new country. The prairie was dotted here toward his brother’splace, John recollected
Five, ten, fifteen minutes passed, and no
and there with cabins, but they were so what George had told him about the dog, sound save the beating of her own heart
mall and their appearanceso insignificant and he surmisedwhat ailed the horse, and, greeted her ear.
that their presence hardly changed the on arriving,his opinion was verified.
Presently, however, she suddenlylifted
The stable was almost demolished. The
monotony of the landscape. As far as the
her head further from the pillow and liseye could reach the ground was covered sides were literally tom out, the poles tened yet
intently, unconwith rank prairie grass, except now and that supported the roof were broken sciously tightening her clasp around
then where there was a field under cnltiva- off close to the ground, and the straw the baby until her tense hold almost stifled
tion. 4 In the autnmn, the dry brown grass was trampled to chuff under foot. The it.
needed bnt a spark to canse the whole horse certainly had gone crazy. It was
Far off, over the prairie, she surely heard
rearing, plunging, and striking at everyprairie to be swept by a prairie lire.
hoofbeats, at first so faint and indistinct
The sullen clouds of blue smoke rolling! thing within reach, until it seemed it would she could not be sura, but in a few minalong the grass gave the settlers warning of burst the chain by which it was secured
utes she could clearly distinguisheach
ita coming. The only way to thwart it was • After witnessing its frenzied movements separate thud ns the animal fairly flew
to leave nothing for the flames to feed a few minutes, John turned to George and across the prairie. She grasped her husnpon. But woe, indeed, to him who neg- said:
band and shook him with a vigor that
“George, the sooner you put a bullet
lected to prepare for it by plowing the land
would have astonished him at any other
around his buildings, for the flames de- through that horse's head, the better. He’s time and effectuallyawoke him on the inmad.”
stroy everything within reach, and, in
stant. At tin same moment, there rang out
“He's pretty bad, that’s a fact. Bnt I
place of his stacks and buildings, there is
a wild, shrill neigh, succeeded by another
won't
be
in
a
hurry
to
kill
him.
Maybe
only a charred, smoulderingwaste, and he
and another, until every nook and cranny
he’ll
get
over
it.”
can count himself lucky if he escapes with
Beamed to echo that horrible outcry. John
“Bnt don’t you believe he’s mad?”
his life.
Cross needed no expluuationof that wild
“Well, it does look like it. But I don’t
Fences, there were none, and the road
cry. He was ns panic-stricken as his wife.
see why he shouldn’t get over it if he is.”
was bnt a dim trail across the pra rie.
Ho leaped out of bed and rnu out and beThe horse now appeared more natural gun piling rails and everything he could lay
At the time of which I write, 185—, two
brothers, named John and George Cross, and quiet, and taking advantage of this, hands on aronnd the door. His wife
came to this locality with their families George led it out of the stable and hitched hastily gathered the frightened children
and purchased farms about two miles it to a post in the yard.
together behind a large cupboard and imBut its quiet state was of short duration.
part.
plored her husband to come in. He ran in
A
pnioxysm
more
violent
than
over
sucThough not overburdened with riches,
and slammed the door and hastily barritixey-posseasedfull os much property us ceeded it. In its fury it tore and bit at the caded it with pieces of furniture just as the
post, the froth flying from its month, and
new settlers usually do.
hors?, with another wild neigh, rushed up
Cattle, hogs, good strong horses, a few its fiery, glaring eyeballs presented a hide- to the house.
farming implements, a little household ous picture of nuearlhly terror. Suddenly,
The brute threw himself against the
furniture,dogs, three or four rosy-faced in the height of its frenzy, it reared on its
shed kitchen
splintered it to
little children,completedthe usual list of hind feet and fell over backwards in terripieces, and then wheeling around,
ble convulsions. Its eyes shot out and
possessions.
his heels came thundering against the side
The Crosses erected cabins for their were fixed; its nostrils prodigiously dis- of the house with a force that threatened
families and straw covered sheds for their tended. but motionless;its legs stiff and
every instant to turn the little cabin over.
set. If he had suddenly been turned to
horses.
The children screamed with terror in spite
The hard and almost . incessant work of stone he would not have been any more of their mother’s efforts to hush them, nud
rigid,
and
so
intense
were
the
rigors
the
cultivatingthe raw prairie left no time for
the horse, hearing the noise, redoubled its
visiting, except on Sunday, and thus it was spectators thought he would never get up
efforts to break in. But just when it seemed
that scarcely a Sunday passed that the two again. But presently,with a sudden start
about to come crashing through the wall it
and
a
shrill
neigh,
he
would
stagger
wildly
families were not together at one or the
fell heavily on its side in convulsions.
to his feet and plunge around the post as if
Other places.
The inmates of the little cabin hardly
For several months previous to the time the very fiends were goading him with redbreathed, so paralyzedwere they by the
of which I write, the country had been hot irons. He was insensible to pain, and awful danger that menaced them. - ~
filled with rumors and alarms of an evil would dash himself agaiust the post with
When tue convulsions subsided the
fthot walked in darkness!— a mad dog scare such force as to gash and cut himself fearhorse rose to his feet and ran down to the
— and it was a theme of almost universal fully.
stable,where they could hear him kicking
Apprehension.
John Cross was perfectly satisfiedthat and bitiug the horses. Seizing this opSome, of course, gave no credence to the the horse was suffering from rabies,es- portunity, Mr. Cross again ran out,
exaggeratedtales of horror, and one of pecially when he noticed that the wound on
taking rails from the cornthese was George Cross. He had no faith its leg had opened again, and was discrib close by, he hastily formed them into
whatever in the rumors. He had never charging a thin, watery fluid.
a barricade around the door, but unfortuaeen a mad dog and did not believe there
He insisted that it should be killed at nately, he made a slight noise, and the horse
was such a thing, and, as he was obstinacy once, but George would not listen to it.
hearing him, left the stable and came rushItself, he held to his opinion with unwaver"It was too valuable au animal to lose if ing to the house, so that Mr. Cross had to
ing tenacity.
there was any help for it. He wouldn’t run for his life to escape. The infuriated
The rumors, at first vague and shadowy, kill it before morning anyway.”
animal, disappointed in not finding his
gradually took shape, and nervous people
John went home and came back again victim, threw himself against the house
oould not be indneed to go oat of doors in the afternoon. There was no change ex- with snch violence that the terror-stricken
After night and a good many other people, cept for the worse. They had secured it
family expectedto bo trampledunder his
who laid no claims to nervousness, ex- with a larger, stronger chain, but it seemed hoofs the next instant. After venting his
ercised the same prudence.
that even it could not ' hold, as the horse fury on the house awhile, he again went to
Little children were scarcely allowed to rolled and kicked and plunged.
the stable, and Mr. Cross ventured ont
look out of doors by their watchfnl mothers.
Its shrill neighs or yells were so un- to continue his barricade, and the same
Finally a tragedy occurred which ought natural they made one shiver.
performance was gone through with several
to have convinced even the most skeptical
But nothing could induce George to put times. At last it was again seized with
that the mysteriouf disease was in their an end to its sufferings. He still clung to convalsions, this time while it was in the
midst
the notion that perhaps it would recover. stable, and they coaid hear it floundering
A man living several miles from the After exhausting every argument he could and stmgglingon the floor.
Crowes was walking home one night, think of on his obstinate brother, John Cross seized his gun and ran down to the
through the timber that grew on the bank startedto go home.
stable, and watching his opportunity, sent
of a creek.
“Be certainyon tie him well, George, or a bullet crashing throngh its brain. It
Hearing a dog yelping at a little distance he’ll be all over the country by morning. writhed a moment in agony and was dead.
And supposing that hunters were out, he That chain will be worn off by midnight if Ita head was fast nnder the manger where
called to them and whistled to the dog. he keeps on at this rate.”
it had caught it daring its straggles.Its
To his surprise and consternation the dog
He could not keep his mind off of the body was covered with wounds where it
leaped out of the dark thicket immediately picture of the mondened horse and he dehad bit or otherwise injured itself.
on hearing his voice and attacked him so scribed it to his wife, and also told how he
When convinced that the horse was actuviciouslythat to defend himself from the had urged George to put the poor creature
ally dead, Mrs. Cross said afterward that the
brute he seized it by the head with his out of its misery.
whole family knelt down and delivered up
thumbs between its jaws and endeavored
“But yon know how George is. He never the most heartfelt thanks for their deliverto throw it on the ground. In the struggle will do what any one wants him to, come
ance from so terrible a danger.
that followed he had to exert all his what will. He always thinks he knows
Early the next morning while the family
strength to defend himself, and his thumbs best. But then it will be an awful loss to
were at breakfast, George Cross galloped
were terribly lacerated.
him, and no mistake.”
up to the door in great excitement“Have
When he was almost exhausted the brute,
“But if it is mad, he must know it won’t yon seen anything of that horse, John?
on hearing other dogs, suddenly gave up get Well again. Nothing ever did,” said
He broke loose some time in the night and
the struggle and ran off, leaving the poor his wife, and then as if a sudden thought
got away. We were all asleep and didn’t
fellow to stagger home faint with terror had struck her, she exclaimed:
know he was loose until this morning.”
And dread. A few weeks after, he dis“John, just as sore as the world, if that
“He’s down in my stable with a bullet
played unmistakablesymptoms of hydro- horse gets loose to-night,he’ll come over
through his head. He came over here
phobia and died after the most horrible here. They always drive him when they
about midnight and pretty near tore everysuffering.Excitement now ran high and come and he will be certain to come straight
thing down on the place. Bee that shed? I
every dog in the country was looked npon here if he breaks loose.”
thought he would come into the honse in
with suspicionand numbers were killed
‘:0, 1 guess not,” xeplied her husband spite of everything I could do, and he’s
without waiting for symptoms.
cheerfully. . “Yon are nervous, Jennie, kicked and bit my horses until it will be a
Still, they were not all killed. Some thinking about mad things so much. Now,
wonder if they don’t all go mad.”
people thought it was only the imagination that horse doesn’t have any sense. He
Would you believe it? George Cross
and would not sacrifice their pets to satisfy doesn’t remember any more about being
was so angry at John for killing the horse,
public opinion, and sometimes these pro- here than if he’d been to the moon. Be"snch a valuable animal," that the two
tected brutes were the ones suspected and sides, yon need not be afraid of his getting
families were not friendly for years. George
were frequentlyshot down before their a chance to come. He is fastened with a always thought that the horse would have
masters' faces bv the excited settlers.
big stont chain.”
recovered, and he bore a grudge against
An animal suffering from hydrophobia He did not tell her how nearly the chain John a long time for killing it.
knows no fear, feels no pain and displays was worn in two, as he saw she was already
John fully expected that one or more of
“Ihe greatestferocityinattackingitsvictims. <hadly frightened.
his horses wonld succumb to the terrible
A mad dog is less to be feamhhon a
“But, John, can’t yon build some kind of disease, as they were bitten in a dozen
a barricade aronnd the door and fasten up places, bnt fortunately they never showed
the open end of the stable?”
the slightestsymptoms, to his unspeakable
. what Would I build It out of?
relief.
face and hands
?” said he, trying to laugh her
tiger-likefmj.
of her fears.
Cleveland is about to marry.
Bairy's sot, though
so I tell her
He’s a party little feller,
With his wings o' creamy yeller,
And bis eyes keen as a cat;
And the twitter of the critter
'Pears to absolutely glitter 1
Guess I’ll haf to go and git her
A higher priceder cage’n that!

Cross watched it until it disappeared in the
high grass and then went on with his work.
As he was currying one of his horses, a
large, handsome black named Colonel, he
noticed a small tom place on one of its legs,
much as if it had been snagged or cat, and
the thought crossed his mind that perhaps
the dog had bitten it. Several days passed
and the wound healed naturally,and nothing coaid be seen of it bat a faint scar.

A MAD HORSE.
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feed his own hogs, thereby injuring his
I wanted, standing as a church member and
therefore I did not take too mnch,” is a his credit as a man. It is therefore my
very common and a very mistaken con- duty to say that it is your duty to send
clusion. Appetite is not by any means Mr. Mumps to the penitentiary for five
the measure of need. Habit, in this as years.’ No, sir, "the oolonel continued,
in other things, becomes the master and “kindness and unselfishhess is not ap_
_
__
_ _neighborhood."—
• a a
i
dominates in spite of sonnd reason and preciated in
common sense. Few human beings, Arkanaaw Traveler.
ler.
comparatively, have ever known the
Fulton’s First Steamboat.
sensation of hunger; fewer still, perhaps, know how to control the desire
The following letter descriptive of the
for food that passes for hunger.
first voyage of the Clermont from AlWe begin with childhood by giving bany was written by Robert Fulton and
our little ones all they want, and, ordi- sent to Chancellor Robert R. Living
narily, what they want. “He had only ston, grandfather of Clermont Livingoat meal and cream and fruit for his ston, in whose keeping the letter now
breakfast,” said an anxious mother to is:
the physicianwho had been hastily sumNew York, Saturday, the 28th of
moned to relieve the colic under which August, 1807.— Dear Sir: On Saturtheir precious 7-year-old son was writh- day I wrote you that I arrived here on
ing.
Friday at 4 o’clock, whieh made my
"But how much oat meal and fruit?” voyage from Albanv exactly thirty
The dear woman did not know. She hours. We had a little wind on Friday
had not noticed that he swallowed the morning, but no waves which produced
first plateful, and was ready for the any effect. I have been making every
second before any one else had begun. exertion to get off on Monday morning,
She was too well accustomed to his ea- bnt there has been mnch work to do
gerness to get through his meal and be boarding all the sides, decking over the
off to his play, to mind that the third boiler and works, finishingeach cabin
plateful disappeared with a few spas- with twelve berths to make them commodic gulps ; nor did she notice that fortable, and strengthening many parts
three peaches were thrust into his of the iron work. So much to do and
pocket, to supplement the three swal- the rain, which delays the calkers, will,
lowed without masticationat the table. I fear, not let me off till Wednesday
One bountifulplateful of oat meal and morning. Then, however, the boat
two ripe peaches, what could be better? will be as complete as she can be made
Three plates of oat meal and six —all strong and in good order and the
peaches, what could be worse? Yet, men well organized, and, I hope, nothhad he died of the colic his mother ing to do but to run her for six weeks
would, doubtless, have wondered at the or two months. The first week, that is
afflictive ways of Providence.
if she starts on Wednesday, she will
Beginning in this manner' at the make one trip to Albany and back.
nursery and home tables the growing Every succeeding week she will run
boys and girls are not likely to become three trips— that is, two to Albany and
abstemiousin diet at school. There one to New York, or two to New" York
they too often try to make up for de- and one to Albany, always having Sunfective quality by consuming an un- day and four nights for rest to the crew.
usual quantity of food, and, fortunately, By carrying for the usual price there
the vigorous sports of youth and the can be no doubt but the steamboat will
demands of the growing body some- have the preference because of the certimes save them from direct results. tainty and agreeable movements. I
No immediate penalty being exacted, have seen the captain of the fine sloop
they lose all sense of wrong-doing, for, from Hudson. He says the average of
strange as it may seem, there is a con- his passages has been forty-eight
science in this matter that is often hours. For the steamboat it "would
heard above the clamor of appetite.
have been thirty certain. The persons
We would not overload the basket who came dewn with me were so
that carries our eggs home until the much pleased that they said were she
bottom fulls out and the contentsdrop established to run periodically they
to the ground ; we would not put corn never would go in anything else. I
enough into the mill to stop its grind- will have her registered and everything
ing ; yet we constantly interrupt and done which I can recollect. Everyclog the processesby which the body is thing looks well and I have no doubt
nourished, by burdening it with far will be very productive. Yours truly,
more food than it can care for, without
Robert Fulton.
damage to itself.
You may look for me Thursday mornIt really seems to require more hero- ing about 7 o’clock. I think it would
ism to forego one-half or one-third the be well to write to your brother Edward
usual quantityof food than tu bear an to get informationon the velocity of
ordinary illness. "I cannot have straw- the Mississippi,the size and form of
berries for tea.” says a faithful wife, the boats used, the number of hands
"for my husband is fond of them and and quantity of tons in each boat,
they are not good for him. ”
the number of miles they make against
We eat too much— nine-tenthsof us the current in twelve hours, and the
do it, over and over, every day. quantityof tons which go up the river
Whether we shall ever come to the in a year. On this point beg of him to
place, prophesied recently, where the be accurate.— //udson (New York) lienutritive elements extracted from all publican.
foods shall be carried about in vest
Why He Didn’t Take Fish.
pockets,in homeopathicpellets, and all
Ills the Flesh is Hetr

"I took no more than

l.

3 • mv

i

—

to a pinch of them,
“No, I don’t want any fish,” said the
taken as we run, we cannot say ; but drummer to the waiter at the railway
one thing is certain, that we shall have dining-room, “and you’ll oblige me by
to learn what food really feeds the body, keeping the fish as far away from my
and how much
take and how plate as you possibly can. What have
much to let alone.
I got against fish
Well, I’ll tell yon.
I was up in Northern Michigan, and
Not Rewarded,
one day was driving to a country town
"Unselfishness and disinterestedness ortv miles from the railroad to collect
do not meet with proper reward in this a bill of goods. A big storm came np,
country,”remarked • Colonel Bollin- and I got lost, and drove around till
worth, during a pleasant conversation dark before I found a place to stop.
with Major Downer. “I’ll give you an Just at dark I baited before a little log
illustration. Down in my neighborhood hut, the first house I’d seen since bethere lived a worthy citizen named fore noon, and asked the woman if I
Mumps. Rather a peculiar name, I could get some supper and stay all
admit, but there never lived a more night. She said she reckoned I could,
impartialman than J. Horatio Mumps. and sol unhitched And prepared to stay.
Last year crops were short with us, and Hadn’t had a bite to eat since morning,
the question of how to get corn enough and was as hungry as a bear. The
to fatten the hogs was discussed by little hut wasn’t very inviting, but I saw
everyone. There was very little mast, a big fish lying on a bench, and it
but many of the farmers turned their looked so toothsome that I could hardly
hogs into the woods. Among those wait for supper to be got ready. The
farmers was a rather worthless old woman of the honse scolded her chilfellow named Spillers. Mumps, having dren and talked about the weather and
cultivated a rich piece of bottom land the logging snows, gave me a detailed
so moist that it was not much affected account of her husband’s peculiarities
by the drouth, made enough corn to and failings, and told me that there was
fatten his hogs. One day when he measles in the family of her next-door
went into the woods to feed them, he neighbor, eight miles away, and she
found five of Spillers’ hogs^ among was sore afraid her boys would
them. They sqnealed so and looked so catch ’em. She didn’t make any
hungry that the good man liad not the move toward the fish, though, and it
heart to drive them away, so he fed seemed to me that I’d starve if I didn’t
them with the rest. ”
get something to eat pretty soon.
"He is indeed a. kind-hearted man!” Finally, however, she went at the fish,
the major exclaimed.
and I began to feel better. But she
"Beats any cose of true kindness of had the queerest method of cleaning
heart I ever knew,” the Colonel re- the scales off a fish I ever saw. She
plied. “Of course after this, Spillers’ took it by the tail and poundedi t
hogs came regularly. Mumps’ wife told against the* wall and the door frame
her husband that charity should begin This wasn’t very inviting to me, inasat home, but the philanthropist de- much as the fish had evidentlybeen out
clared that it was not in his heart to of water a week or two, long enough, at
show partiality.Well, after awhile, any rate, to smell rather loud. But it
when killing time came, Mumps, stiU wasn’t a marker to what followed. The
unwilling to show selfishness, kiUed first thing I knew she was mad at one
Spinel’s’ hogs just as he did his own, of the boys for letting the dog in, and
and, sir, took the same pains in cutting she grabbed the youngster by the nape
them np, and hanging them up in his of his neck and drew him over her knee
smoke-house.”
and spanked him with the fish ! Nor
“You don’t tell me so?" •'
was that all. The dog went to smelling
“Yes, hung them upas well as he did around her pah try, and that made her
his own.”
so furious that she took after him and
“Did Spillers prove grateful?"
raced him abont the one room of the
“No, he didn’t, the wretch, fie had hut, every few seconds giving him a
Mumps arrested.”
slap with the fish, and she lost no time
“Arrested!"
in cleaning it, but some way or another
“Yes, arrested on the charge that his my appetite seemed to leave me.
credit and standing in the community pretended that I was sick and slunk off
had been injured. We all thought that to bed. I don’t believe 111 ever eat
Mumps would oome clear, bnt the fish again.”— Chicago Herald.
judge in his charge to the jury said
A ProgressiveTown.
‘Gentlemen, we cannot impngn the
motivep of the defendant, for his unEastern Gentleman (visitingin the
selfishness is to be commended, bnt in West)— Is your beautiful little city a
taking np the plaintiff’s hogs, even progressiveplace at all, Mrs. Breezy?
though he nurtured ttyem, he created
Mrs. Breezy— Oh, yes, sir. We have
the impression that the plaintiff was progressive
ve teuchre parties almost every
unkind if not able to take care of and night in the week.— Harper’s Baiar.
dining be reduced
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To Digest Vulcanite
Requires aoida more potent than the solvent
juices of the human stomach. And yet, in the
If yon will get your dealer to order from
form of medicino intended to reform the very
his wholesale druggist one dozen bottles
evil they aggravate,to wit, dyspepsia,solids
Warneb’s White Wine or Tab Sybup—
and fluids,Irreconcilable in their constituents
the beat remedy In the world for Coughs,
that have no chemical affinityone with the
Colds, Asthma, Catarrh, and Consumpother, are introducedinto it Are theso so-called
tion, I will send two bottles free. Recommore digestible than vulcanite ? Posmend to your friends. Send name of remedies
itively— no I Hostetler'sStomach Bitters, on
druggist who gives the order. Map of HoW the other hand, a simple medicine,harmonious
Land free with medicine. Address Dr. C. In its composition and readily assimilable,is
D. Warner, Chicago, HI. All druggists. active, and producesmarked as well as speedily
appreciable effects, because It is a rational remsuited to the stomach.It Is a tonic in the
Rough on Rate” dears out Rate, Mica 15a edy
true sense, because it harmonizes and insures
"Bough on Corns, "hard or soft corns, bunions, 15c. regularity of the operationsof digestion.Not
the least of the benefits which it confers, is a
"Bough on Toothache.”Instant relief. 15a thorough repair of the damage inflictedon the
stomach by ill-chosen remedies. For bilious.WELL’S HAIR BALSAM,
noss, constipation, malarial complaints,rheu•f gray, restores to original color. An elegant matism and Kidney troubles, it is alike invaldressing, softens and beautifies. No oil nor uable. _
grease. A Tonic Restorative.Stops hair coming out; strengthens,cleanses, heals scalp, 50a
Disappointmentof Mr. Seward.

Free to Ministers, Lawyers, Doctors,
and Teachers.

_

••ROUGH ON lULE” PILLS

When you

WOMEN

Important
or leave New York

City, save
baggage, expressago, and $3 carnage hire, and
visit

Orand Union

stop at the

Hotel, opposite

plan. Elevator. Restaurantsuppliedwitii the
best Homo cars, stagea, ami elevated railroad to all depots. Familiescan live better for
less money at the Grand Union Hotel than at
any other first-classhotel in the city.

Ever’ friend is lost by hate; ever*
won by love.

friend is

BITTERS.

Er man ken dress mighty fine, an’ yet
hab er mighty shabby mind.

XT X8

Little things is mo’ ter be feerd den
big ones. It’s de little bird dat whups

hawk.

de
Brabery

Blood Puriher

BEST TONIC.

„

and for other aspirants,
1854. Morgan repeated it to the mulever given it a trial.
titude, who cheered vehemently. Then
TAKEN INTERNALLY,IT WILL BE FOUND came the tidings of the second ballot
For Seward, 184$; for Lincoln, 1M,
A NEVER FAILING CURE FOB
and for others, 95H. “I shall be nomSUDDEN COLDS, CHILLS, PAINS inated on the next ballot,’’ said SewLincoln, 103,

:

IN THE STOMACH. CRAMPS,
SUMMER and BOWE^ COMPLAINTS, SORE
THROAT, &c.

ard, and the throng in the house applauded and those on the lawn echoed

the cheers. The next messenger from
the telegraph office lashed his horse
into a run. The telegram read : “Lin-

BITES, Ac.

home with a clouded brow.— Buffalo
Express.

Prices, 25c, 50c, aifl $1.00 per Bottle.

Fob Sale by all Medicine Dealers.

«“Beware of

Imitations. -w

IIIMIflijll

pmtA*

the cannon was
Cayuga County went

flags were furled,
rolled away, and

a,lofe9-i° the purchaser of goodi to the

_

need enrthinft better.”
THRaB AOomy, Lanainf,llloh . aaya: “ I hare
been troubledwith weekneeeee peculiarto femalaf
for roar* bat found no permanent reliefnntil I uxed
Brown's Iron Bitten, wMchhaioompletebcaradme.”
Genuine bee above Trade Mark and created red lints
on wrapper. Take •other. Made only by
BROWN OUEMIOAL VO., BALTIMOUK. MD.

Vege-

medicine not a Bardiffersas widely as doss

It Is a

room Drink.

It

N u rses as being the Bast Family Medicine ever
oompounded. Any women or child can take tt
"From my knowledge of its ingredients,under
no circumstancescan it Injurs any one using ni
it contains no mineral or other deleterious subitance. Possessing real merits,the remedy Is

999
The only

oltDiPuT, Ph. O., Detroit, Mich,
Genuine are manufactured by the

HOPS A MALT BITTERS CO., Dsfctft, Met

Without Doubt
That poor fellow has some
disease of the Liver or Kidneys.
It is pitiful to see a man in such
a condition.

Ayer's Sarsaparilla
Has relieved and cured hundreds of similar oases.
John Wylie, M Moody

at., Lowell,

Mass., was troubledwith want of appetite,

oppressive weakness, and severe pains la
To btbengthen and invigoratethe stomach,
and to stimulate the appetite, take Ayer’s Pills.

the small of his back: ill Indications of

derungementof the kidneys and

serious

is

,

____bwouj. urewiorusTiue,lowe, wye:

mod Brown’a _______
Iron BitUn for nerroutneeeend
female weekneee,and waa
_____ __
wu greatlr
benefited. Tomr
j

A Walt Bittersk a

table Compound.

dar and night from the thonaend-and-one
mixtures of wile whisky flavored with
aromatics. Hops A Malt Bitters is rsconsm ended by Physicians,ministers sad

1

Fine— two dollars and costa. Finer— the
Judge. Fmia— the prisoner.

SPRAINS, BRUISES, RHEUMATISM NEURALGIA TOOTHACHE, BURNS, FROST-

Hahto

Heat*

Breach) Rupture) or Hernia.

“Too-fobte,” as the horseman said to the
Professor’s performance on the piano.

The

Complaints.Hops

GUtra tha oompleeioo.tod aeketthe skin amooth.
It doee not bleckon tha tooth, oenae beedecho,at
product oonetipetion-will olhtr )ron mtdicin,,tic.

Mas,.

§ Health Restorer.

never fails to do its work In cases of

i'XSK

rich

'

,Trw»l

rU, Blllousnee*, Constipation)

Cures guaranteed In the worst cases. No
knife or truss treatment.Pamphlet and
references, 10 cents In stamps. World’s
DispensaryMedical Association,603 Main
street, Buffalo,N. Y.

APPLIED EXTERNALLY,
IT IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND BEST coln nominated. T. W.” Seward
LINIMENT ON EABTH FOR CUBING
turned pale os ashes. The sad tidings
crept through the vast concourse.

It

Thla medicine
ice. end ie 1
tonio
men, end elri _
e« and _Furlfl*

_

PAIN-KILLER
everybody everywhere who has

take

MALT

PlantationPhilosophy.

SPERRY

tions, Nurses in Hospitals— in short,

jSy

613 rooms, fitted up at a cost of one million
dollars, |1 and upwards per day. European

Mr. Seward was popular amonp; his
am no sign o’ sense. De
neighbors. On the day when the Chigame rooster will fight tell he dies,
cago Convention was to ballot for a
but he ain’t got ez much sense ez de
Presidentialcandidate Cayuga County
guinea chi. ken dat won’t fignt nuthin’.
poured itself into Auburn. ’ The streets
Some preachers put’s me in miue o’
The habit of running over boots or shoes were full, and Mr. Seward’s house and
corrected with Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners.
er
tailor dat makes er coat ter suit
grounds overflowed with his admirers.
Flags were ready to be raised, and a hisse’f, an’ den tries ter make ernuder
loaded cannon was placed at the gate, man wa’r it whuther it fits him ur not.
Dar ain’t nothin’ filthier den er
whose pillars bore up two guardian
lions. Arrangements had been per- chicken nur cleaner den er cat, but I
fected for the receipt of intelligence ain’t gwine ter fling erway de chicken
with unwonted speed from the scene ’ca’se it’s filthy, nur eat de cat ’ca’se it’s
where the battle was proceeding. At clean.
DAVIS’"**
Mr. Seward’s right baud, just within
De meddlin’ sort o’ man generally
the porch, stood his trusty henchman, makes de bes’ citizen. Yer kaint chop
Christopher Morgan. The rider of a much wid er dull axe, but den 6r axe
galloping steed dashed through the ken be so sharp dat do corners will
IS RECOMMENDED BY
crowd with a telegram and handed it to hang in de wood.— ^rAjansaw TravPhysicians,Ministers, Missionaries, Man- Gov. Seward. He road it and passed eler.
it to Morgan: For Seward, 173p; for
agers of Factories, Worhshops, Plantastart the bile, relieve the bilious stomach,thick,
aching head and overloadedbowels.Small granules, small dose, big results,pleasant in opera*
tion, don’t disturbthe stomach.25a

^

"KiisrpoealW U

Grand Central Depot

well

The

.

best preparationfor coloringthe beard
Buckingham’s Dye for the Whiskers.

The devil is a gentleman and will get up
go if ho is told. -Sam Jones.

man

Fr. J. Hoppe, Kewaunee, Wla., sufterrible headaches, and such pains In his

and

back lie could hardly walk.

__

lung troubla Buy the dollar bottlo for chronio
cases. Pleasantto tika

Two hundred years and more ago the
beds in England were bags filled with
straw or leaves, but not upholstered or

“Order slate” is the injudicious advice suspended before certain coal offices.

squared with modern neatness. The

The Great German Physician.

bag could be opened and the litter reThe remarkable phase In the practice of Dr.
made daily. There were few bedrooms Peter W. Schmidt (frequently called Dr. Pete)
FACE, HANDS, FEET,
is, he never asked one to describe their disease
in the houses of ancient England. The
and all tbalr Impwlactloaa.
, IncloilinfFacta],
but tells each one their trouble without asking
Daralopatnrol,Suparflunui lair, blrta Mwka,
master and mistress of the Anglo- a question. His success is phenomenalHis
Molaa,W aria, Math, Frccklw,
Frwklw, R*4 Not., A cm,
Saxon house had a chamber or shed practice enormous.He is sought after by hunBlack' Haatta.' Scan, Pillingand ihalr traaimaoL
built against the wall that inclosed the oreds wherever he goes, because he cures when
other physician and remedy have failed.
mansion and its dependencies;their every
He has allowedhis great medicines, Golden Seal
daughters had the same. Young men Bitters and Lung Food for Consumption, to be
and guests slept in the great hall, offered to the suffering, and we assort without
which was the only noticeableroom in fear of successfulcontradictionthat there is
no diseasethey will not enro. Thonsands of
The aBlyitud inAraerthe house, on tables or benches. Wool- bottles have been sold. Thousands of brokenen coverlids were provided for warmth ; down and discouragedinvalids saved. Send to
nreeaa. pme-winnere
•t Chicago Fair, the poles or hooks on which they could Golden Seal Bitters Company, Holland City,
World’aFairat New
hang their clothes projected irom the Mich., for Facts for the Million! Free.
Orleann,the Royal Hociety of England, etc. wall ; perches were provided for their
A Remarkable Tribute.
hawks. Attendants and servants slept
Sidney
Ourchuudro,
of Pittsburgh, Pa,
•aavravav luaauw. v/u*
buying farilitifebeiug upon the floor.
writes: “I have used Dll WM. HALL’S BALune<iualed,
there is no
SAM FOR THE LUNGS many years, with the
Solicitor of Patents F. O. McCleary, of
<ercd •'“where to" proenre flM^S^wllraaZi <of
choioeat breeding at very lowest prices. Every ani>vashington, D. C., says the only thing that moat gratifyingresults.The relieving influmal duly recorded and guaranteed. Terms to suit all
did him any good, when suffering with a ence of HALL’S BALSAM is wonderful The
«ustomer<.Catalogues on application.
GALBRAITH BROS.. Janesville.Wla.
severe cough of several weeks’ standing,was pain and rack of the body incidental to a tight
Red Star Cough Cure, which is purely veg- cough, soon disappearby the use of a spoon-

He

was

cured by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
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fe|

M

Bowen's Budget, Fort Plain, N. Y., for
March, 1886, says: In the multiplicityof
medicines placed upon the market, it is 50 cents.
sometimes difficult to distinguish between
There is & town in Massachusettsnot afraid
the meritorious and the worthless. There
are at least two excellentremedies widely of Bmall-pox or typhoidfever. It’s Haddam.
used, the efficiencyof which is unquesA 50 cent bottle of Dr. Bigelow’s Positive
tioned. We refer to St. Jacobs Oil and Cure will promptly and thoroughlycure the
Red Star Cough Cure.
worst case of recent cough, cold, or throat or
Old-Fashioned Beds.

»

fered from bad action of the liver,having

To err is human, but you make no mistake
you uso Dr. Jones’ Rod Clover Tonic for dyspepsia, costivenoas, bad breath, piles, pimples,
ague and malaria, poor appetite, Idw spirits, or
diseases of the kidneys,stomach, and liver.
if

again.

liver. Ayer’s Sarsaparillamads him a

Julm
was

a

Y. Gktcheli.,St, Loula, Mo,,
broken down man, for some years,

from no
nmj says

derangementof
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
blessing of God it has

other cause than

Ho

the liver.
:

By

“

cured me..

1

tried
the

feel young again. The best

that can be said of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla Is

Of/rifhua

not half good enough.”

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., tawell, Maaa. Sold by Druggists.Price $1 ; six botths, |f

Tie Beit
Waterproof

MENTION THIS PAPER wu» warns. » itrumu*.

Coat
n»s nsn BRAND SLICXXB Is warrant* 1
tbs harden •torrn. Th« new POMMEL BMC
lone sennlne wltbMl
(be MPtab
covers the entireeeddle. Bewereoflmltatloae.
Mont
wilhMt Iks
•
Brand” tradMstrk. Iltentrat* Cetelogue frra, A. S. Tower,Bttlon, Haas,

-.’.-SSSX’iWS

1

I
1

1

I

CLYDESDALE AND ENGLISH
SHIRE HORSES.

Itic

etable and free from opiates and poison.

SuVCti

How

tha LoalarilU sad JeffenonrlltaParry Co., Mr. 1. 0.
who Uvaa on Wail 8t, JrfferMnTlIle,
lad.,aufferad
aararely
NanratalaIn the face, and waa quickly
eurad by
Thli U tha only turt and
•«/• remedyfir Neuralgia. Aik your druggUtfor Athlophoraa. If you cannot Mill of him do Ml try aomothlni
•Uo. but order at onoa from
Wa will etnd It azpreii
paid oa receiptof price, $1.00 par bottle.
ef

IKjraay,

bom

ATHLOPHOROS.
u.

ATHIOPHOBOSCOrt 118 T7aU

Bt..

New York.

quently sends for HALL'S

Children Grow.

A remarkable physiological discovery has been made by Rev. Mailing

a

physician,

and

BALSAM

health is speedily restored

its'use."

i

instead of

by

frequent careful measurements and

sure the preparation is prop- tions in
erly made. Accept no counterfeit of simi-

The that
distinguished

Denmark.

Don't Yog Snow
you cannot afford to neglect

catarrh? Don't you know that

it

that

may lead

aald toaladyof the haul ton (a patient), Me j/ou ladies
mill use them, I recommend ‘Gouraud’t Cream' at the
least harmfulof all Skin preparations." One bottle
will last six months, using it every day. Also Poudre
Subtile removes superfluous hair without injury to
the^skln^FERD.T. 3PKIN
ir, 48 Bond St.,

complaints as diarrhoea,dysentery, cholera
morbus, and cramps. The safest,surest,
and quickest remedy for such disordersis
Perry Davis’ Paln Killer, which has never
failed to afford reliefin cases of the kind mentioned when properlytried. A teaspoonfulis
a dose for adults, but twenty drops will cure $

Meaurw.

O. K. Ever Since.
Ely Bros., Gentlemen:—My

I

years old) was recently taken with oold
which seemed finally to settle In bis head.
His nose was stopped up for days and nights
so that it was difficultfor him to breathe and
sleep. I called a pbysiolanwho prescribed,
but did him no good. Finally I went to the
drug store and got a bottle of your Creara
It seemed to work like magic. The boy's
nose was clear in two days, and ho has been
O. K. ever since.— R J. Hazard, New York
City, Jan. 27, 1884.
(3

Athlophoroa

mHALL’S
lu'nb.BALSAM

ever experienced except

from

snuff, but is easily applied with the finger.
All druggistshave it Mots. By mall 60 cents.
Send for circular. Ely Bros., Owego, N. Y.

••ROUGH ON ITCH.”

When yon see a man full of liquor the contemplationof a supreme being is gratifying
"iS* irJv5!S
tlgbtneaaac

It is Amazing that any human being should
wafady* continue to suffer Irom" biliousness,nervous
pr'’l®*«4»taafaldf«Jlair*
TP** **** headache, indigestion,or general weakness,
when it is as notorious as that the sun is the
source of light that Vinegar Bittebs. inevi-

tors
tknufii

i

ntK an

ln

rural)

lo

finmmi

tably cures these complaints. This medicine

I

1

••ROUGH ON

Cllrr<1

1

'

and X**lnleee-

I

Best Cough Syrup. Tastes

WfTSbOWSSSS; c"

DR0PSY1

CATARRH”

oorrocta offensivo odors at once. Complete cure

CONSUMPTION

"Pino's Cure for Consumptionsaved my Ufs."—L.L.
Whiplk, Druggist,Klntner,Mich.

I>K. H. H.

GREEN A

Specialists for Thirteen

SONfH,

Years Past,

'A PISO’S

Cura patientspronouncedhopeless by the best of
physicians.
From the first doss tbs symptoms rapidlydlaan-

“*

loms areremov^117*

*

two-

thirdsof

all

realize the

OU’RE FOR

CONSUMf TION

syxnp"Will bay no other Cough Msdirine as long aa we
Cure’-O. B. LABZxn, Kirkwood, UL

can get Plao's

merits of our treatment for yourself, in

J
water.

legstmnrtsd and dripped
«« u
—.jphlet, ronUlnimr testimonials, questions,etc.
Ten days’ treatment fnrnisbedfreebr mall.
j

"Piso's

CONSUMPTION
Ours cored ms of Oonsomptfoo.*—
Wk.
Brandywine, Md.

&

RoramoN,
05 Jones A venae. Atlanta, Ga.

CURE FITS*

merely
_____ tostop
___ . them for
time and then bave them return agale.1 meta
___ aredlcal care. I have made the dlteaee of FPrtL
•r FALLING H CENE88 a llfe-lon*study. 7 Warrant
nmsdy to sore tbs worst easas. Beosnss sthtra
etbsi bare
failed
died Is no reason fur not now receiving a rare. Send at
onoe for a treatise and a Free Bottle of my InfaUibts
remedy.Giro Eiprcit and Post Offlos.
costa fee
i

a

}

BNLWBT
BN

wan

I

N S U M I

"Plao's Core for ConsumptionU the best
we ever uaed.'-O. L. Rorxa, AhCsns, Kam.

JR i

t/i PlbC;
H

mm

CON

MUSTANG
A VAMILI MEDICINETHAT HAS HEALED
MILU0NB DURING II TEARS t

Bffliimiiiuiin.

TON

my

u

hot water.

Fooo speaks of the Governmentwarehouse Mrs. Kate Sherman, Strcator, HI.
as “purgatory,"inasmuch as spirits are there
Nlind the Babies. Colds in the Head
held temporarilyin bond.
and Snuffles develop Into a Catarrh which
ruins the health. Uso Ely’s Cream Balm, a
They Will Not Do It.
pleasant and safe remedy which will surely
Those who once take Dr. Pierce's “ Pleas- prevent and cure. It is not a liquid or a
ant Purgative Pellets” will never consent to
use any other cathartic. They are pleasant
to take and mild in their operation. Smaller
than ordinary pills and inclosed in glass
vials; virt]^e| unimpaired. By druggists.

1

1 Habit. Quickly

U
1 BB ,y
CorrcMpondfrice
Irlll fllf! and fif inul of rurr HOiit
Ul
II If I hotiPKi InvontlniMor*- Thk Utmanr
' WWWWW Ukaidy
IfKJMliVCompany,
rnMP.w. Lafayette,
f.afuvnliMind.
ln»t
(I

I

WbeiH1 »ny
sa^oro
mntn
When
corn i do not
uot menu

boy

Wa an sswui
•ample* fr*G.
Lou rnaplsasantsura
.Morrifi MraOo.(GI

opinions
years* experience.

patentability

Amil

I

Has Been

I

ConsumptionCan Be Cured

as to

child of any ordinary trouble of thttkindl
The medicine can be found in every respectable drug stora

to consumption, to Insanity, to deathl Don’t
you know that It can be easily cured? Don’t
you know that while the thousand and one
nostrums you have tried have utterly failed
that Dr. Sage’s Catsrrh Remedy is a certain
and Fancy Goo da
probably saved my life,
Dealers throughout lhe'ur§“ Canadas, ^d^'kurope', cure? It has stood the test of years, and
Beware of baae Imltittons. *1,000 Reward for arreat there are hundreds of thousands of grateful as 1 was running down rapidlyfrom rheuand proof of any one selling the same.
men and women m all parts of the country matism and could not have endured the pain
who can testify to its efficacy. All druggists. much longer. It afforded mo the only relief

_

ivon,D.C.

gome may cry humbug without knowing anything
•bout it. Remsmber.itdoen not cost vou anything to

~

A Warning; to Farmers.
Hansen, Principalof the Danish InstiEvery
farmer
living at any distance from a
tution for the Deaf and Dumb. During
should at all times bo prepared to
a period of three years he has made physician
treat such common but by no means simple

A Bkdn of Beauty la a Joy Forever.
weighings of the 130 children under
DR. T. FELIX OOURAUVB
Oriental Cream or Magical Beautifier his charge, and has reached the concluRemoves Tan, sion that the body does not increase
Pimples, Frecevenly in bulk and height throughout
kles, Moth-patches, Hash and the year, but that dnring some months
Skin diseases,
And every ble- the child accumulates bulk and remains
'mish on beau- stationary in height, while at another
ty, and defies
detection. It time there is growth in statnre with
has stood the
teat of thirty comparatively little increase in weight.
years, and is so
harmless we These results are confirmed by similar
taste it to be experiments in several smaller institu-

lar name.

_

ful according to directions. My wife fre-

Patent

PATENTS
Ls&Ss
FRK K. asm
export _

S

UM

P

FOR

TION

"Plao's Cure for Consumptionla doing wondsm tot
me."— H. H. Dtaninll, Newark, N. Y.

w.

Womm*

Thil ipaoe i* re*«rv©d for th®
CUriatlan Temperanoo Union;

Mm.

W. & &

Continued from last

But

many sided.

may

MEN'S

mm.

cense; you who do not patronizeit;
did

simply

it

as

a

BOYS

and

MONUMENTS,

!

The undersignedba« purchased the store and
stock of goods of M. Jonkman, on River street,
opposite the Phoenix Planing Mill, and will hereafter conduct the business. He has a large stock of

Crockery,

li-

'SI

Flour and Feed,

It,

The Choicest and Best Pat-

matter of accom-

own

matter home to your

Store

you

friend. Let us bring the

to a

in—

1HD MARBLE

GRIHITE

CLOTHING!

you who have

saloon by signing the petition for Us

modation

—dealer

and carefallyaelected atock of.

thoughtlessly given your Influence to the

who

NIX

R.U.DeMEEELL,

Defy Competition

perceive that Ills

I appeal to

rr;-j^Vt;£

and with to aononDce that we have a large

question In an-

let us present this

other light. You

We

"sr-

and Glassware,

Work

terns put into Ready-Made ah kinds of Building

hearth stone.

|

Clothing can be found at our

Suppose that bright promising boy of
yours were to come to you and say
“Father,I want a written permit from
you to visit the saloons of our town. I
want to patronize them. I want to spend
my evenings there.” What would you
say? “Come now, honor bright,” as Bob
Ingorsollsays, what would you say?

made to order.

:

Would you

give

him

Not unless you are

the “written

Store.

POWDER

permit?”

a conscienceless brute

as soon sign

warrant. But hold

you

Can’t you see that when

a

my

to give

York.

New
sign the pe-

boy; “The
a good thine. I

cally saying to your
all right; it is

moment.

you are practi-

tition for a saloon license,

saloon

am

All

_

of

is

CALL AND SEE

glad

But there is

still

another phase of this

your

love

for strong

you to

a petition for

let

filthy,

Gold and

and

if

you

on his

I

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE
jrOOR. B OH

^
who wUI

it

Dr. Bull’s Cougb Syrup— the working
man’s friend. You, who have to be out
in all sorts oi weather, and can’t afford to
lay by, can not afford to be without Dr
.

Cough Syrup. Consumptionfolin the wake of a neglected cold.

also

Van Patten & Sons

All

and Cuff

KIM POTTER.

fcSJ

O

1ST

ID R

I

1ST

O S

Health is

Weail

SEWING-MACHINE

the Goods are warranted

Atlanta,

Genuine 'Cyclone
ie

and Towels.

Dallas,

Tex.

San Francisco, CsL

I

^

y

orrhoea caused by over-exertion of tho brain,sellabuse or over-indulgonco. Each box contains
one month's treatment $1.00 a box, or six boxes
(or&OO, sent by mail prepaidon receipt of pnee.

WE GUARANTEE BIX BOXES

Fllrni,ure’ Wal1 PaPer

To cue any case. With each order received by ua
for six boxes, accompanied with $5.00, we will
send the purenaeoronr writtenguarantee to refund tho money if the treatmentdoee not effect
a cure. Guarantees issued only by

Michigan*
50-6m
'

the store of

J

1

a West’s Nkbve and

DEALERS 15

Groceries,

I 1^

E.

Headache,Nemms rrostmioncaubeaoyinoubB
of alcohol or tobacco. Wakefulness,Mental Depression, Softeningof the Brain rosultragjn insanity and leading to misery, decay and death,
L’roraatnro Old Age, Barrenness,Does of power
In either sex. Involuntary Loser* and Spermat-

J. FLIEMAN
dB UfYNIinEF
1 J I
at

Table Linens,

Chicago,III, St. Louis, Mo.

going on in the Mock of

Dry Goods &

Woolens & Cottons,

Ga.

Y.

Da

Co.

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., May 12, 1884.

Dress Goods,

Seipile

30 Ur!on Square,N,

trouble to show Goods.

Dry Goods,

louse

-ORANGE, MASS.—

to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairir g and en
graving promptly and in the best manner
Como and examine our stock. No

Have on band their Spring Slock of

West’s World’s Wonder or Family Liniment, a superior remedy for neuralgia,
rheumatism, lame back, sprains, bruises,
cuts, burns, or wounds. Cheaper, goes
further,lasts longer than any other. All

Manufacturesand

Bells

O. WEST & 00,
MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILLS.,

JOHN
862 W.

Sold Prop’s West’s liver Pills.

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

the

'

Miraculous Escape.

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

Hosiery and Underwear.

W. W. Reed, druggist, of Winchester,
Ind., writes: “One of my customers, Mrs.
Lous a Pike, Bartonia Randolph Co.,
Ind., was a long sufferer with consumption, and wag given up to die by her physicians. She heard of Dr. King’s New
Discovery for Consumption, and began
buying it of mo. In six months’ time she
walked to this city, a distance of six
miles, and is now so much improved she
has quit using it. She feels she owes her
life to it. Free Trial Bottles at H. Walsh’s
i

Drug

Prices,

Collar

free.

WORK GUARANTEED.

ALL

Watches at Rea-

keep on hand a large assortmentof

Bull’s

«<

box

New

Avenue,

H. WALSH’S.

JUST LOOK THESE OVER, G.

-

Every Customer gets a

and a

- CHICAGO.
y»mrpAJXj AT

to insult you.

druggists.

Chicago Clothing House.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

AddressBASGHART BR0&, Bole Agents,

XQO Fifth

(Tole Continued.)

k

Shirts, Collarsaod Golfs

HAS NO EQUAL
SPECTACLES PERFECT
SATISFACTION

wre.

Thii Cigar wtU pro re u reproienUdand vOt
atrelyadvortlaed in orery town tor tiro d»kxa
approclaiolu m«rlu and pu«A H accordingly.

manhood in your body you

beer blotched face in less time than

lows

%

ever displayed in this city.

in-

No. ^ou would

spoil the hypocritical smiles

took him

WERKMAN.

him transform

as a dastardly insult,

a spect of

R. E.
1885.

The largest assortmentof

A M

r> I

quickly you would grasp the pen to sign

you? Ah!

Silver

sonable

slobberingdrunkard. How

(?) wouldn’t

23,

RUHNINO^®

Silnmrs, fhttkre, and Faact Souk

drinks; in short,

your boy—your bright beautiful boy—

would

LIGHT

DIAMONDS,

He approaches you with his
petition,and when you examine it you
find it is a petition asking you to let him
teach your boy how to tipple,to cultivate

had

I^THE

place

politeness.

It

Holland, Mich., July

30-ly

Jewelry, Watches.

smiles. He is the very personificationof

it

1885.

25,

-dealerIn-

of business,his face all wreathed in

regard

Holland, Mich., Aug.

ll-3m.

N.De MERELL,

-AT THE-

way you encour-

the saloon keeper comes into

to a

1888.

Otto Breyman

subject that demands attention.Suppose

a

Give me a Gall.
R.

LEAVE YOUR

HAVANA FILLER.

IF NOT

There Is a telephonein the store, and all orders
It will be promptly attended to.

given throngh

US.

FILLMORE BIRD.

Holland. Micb., April 15.

wwm

$1000

to

give Satisfaction.

age him to patronize it.

him

Work Warranted

the Latest styles. \ All

Goods will be delivered to
any part of the city free of
charge.

personal influence to its per

petuation,” and in this

in

of all kinds neatly executed.

New Goods and

This powder never varies.A marvel of pnrity.
strenKtn and wholesomeness. More economical
than tne ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the mnltltnde of low teat, short

manhood burnt out of your soul. If
you are a loving father and a man of modof

his death

WORN GOODS

Absolutely Pure.

or a besotted drunkard with every vestige

icum intelligence,you would

Work

Cemetery
NO SHOP

With honest and fair dealing he hopes to retain
all old customera of the atore and obtain many
new ones.

Store.

West’s Cough Syrup cures whoopingcough, asthma, bronchitis, consumption,
and all throat and lung diflculties, 25c.,
50c. and $1.00. All druggists.

Skirts, Hosiery,

(BEST

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.

AND

Buttons, Embroideries,Laces
A

and White Goods.

New

G.

I

Platform, Combination

&

kinds of buildings, finished and completed.

Express Wagons,

have the agency in this city

To which I invite the attention of all who desire
a light and durable wagon.

for the celebrated

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

have recently commenced the manufactureof

for all

always on band.

I
of Groceries.

BUGGIES. Estimates given

and complete line of

CROCKERY

Spring Styles of Hats

A Full Stock

fall

WAGONS

Needle Gas Lamp.
- ,

I

have on hand a lagre assortment of

BUO-GHES

Planing and lie-sawing
done on short notice.

These lamps are a great im- which i win dispose of at the lowest possible
provement on all other lamps
Lucky Star Cigar is clear Havanna
both as to quantity of
—
/%»««« Stairs, Hand Hailing, Sash
9-8m
Mouldi
Doors, Blinds,, Mouldings,
used and the amount of light ALL KINDS OF
Delicatefemales, old people and chilwhich they give. Call and They cannot
SJf aDyth,n‘ In the
Brackets, etc. made and
deren are always pleased with West’s Liv- Have on hand a larger and
see
them.
er Pills. Mild, effective and they alfurnished.
ways cure. 80 sugar coated pills 25c. more complete stock of
Carriage and Wagon Painting
Goods delivered free of charge,
All druggists.
B. WYNHOFF.
Call and See Me before PurchasOffice and Shop on Riuer street,
CLOTHS AND CASSIMERES
Holland. June 14. 1888
Itch, Prairie,ange, and Scratches of
ing Elseivhere,
near the corner of Tenth street
every kind cured in 80 minutes by WoolJ. FLIEMAN,
Holland. Micb. March
1886.
ford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other. than ever before. The latest
JAS. HUNTLEY.
oIHItACME penetrative.
This never fails. Sold by Kremers &
POSITIVELY
BURNS
manufacture
and
importations
Bangs, Drutrgists,Holland, Mich. 6-ly
Holland, May 27, 1888.
STUMPS.

filling.

Holland, Mich., April

10,

18S6.

oil.

Brusse Bros.

OARS

be

|

18,

No crude petroleum,
euiphur.saltpeterorexpluslves,but Is a compound,
UIUIIU, which,
WUIl'U,II
If pul
put 1U
in
.be ftump
and* eel
fir
- r Are
* to, will burn It,

Any case of lame b|pk cured by a few
applicationsof West’s World’s Wonder;
Cheapest and best. All druggists.

Lucky Stars are union made. Peter
Sole.agenta 9-8m

Steketee & Co.

^'v.

West’s Liver Pilla— genuine wrapper in
blue— the standard remedy for liver complaint, dyspepsia, Indigestionand sick
headache. All druggists. ___

Co.

Lucky Star Cigar
ketee

&

for

1

CHECK AND FLAID

also cures sprains, bruises, cuts and burns.

dy. Always useful. Never

falls

to

fcure

c&olera
cholera morbus, pains in stomach or bowbow
els, cramp, colic, chills or summer complsint. 25c. All druggists.

Ah

m

now
,

for dress

mAme
New

cheaper grade of suitings we

E. HEROLD'S

make up at low

prices.

at low figures and

make up and

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE,

to

f f

pootweae.

BRUSSE BROS.

’86.
I

HUH

TONSORIAL

PIUS
We

yon can get &J

also with to inform the pnhlic that we have
retained the services of Mr. Wm. tiakker,
who is now prepared to do

A Scientific Haircut or
All Kinds of Custp mork
Invigorating Shampoo*
at any time.
upon
and to wait m
_ birimany Mends who
may wish
irfih to'gli
give ns a call.
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY'.
Ladles hair cleaned and dreeeed
fashion.

I

repairing a specialty.
— -v

improve continually.

Hoilmd, Mich., Feb. 25,

Line of

Honest Goods

we A Good Clean Shaye>

sell

)nst receiveda Complete

E«

an assortment which we

have
can

Have

PenMYBCo.,
Carlisle, 0.

Look Box

purposes. In the

We while in the matter of fitting
and making up we shall aim

Son.

Tnfc With Us!

DIAGONAL AND C01SCEEW SUITING

early

called Dr. Pete’s 85-cent Cough
the surest and the
best. No other Cough, Cold, and Consumption remedy is half lu equal.
wwrant it and will promptly refund the
money paid for it if a beneficial effectis
not experiencedby the time two-thlrds of
ty oontenmojftbe bottle is used. Sold
It is the safest,

Mte,)

RUBBERS. ETC.

Agent* Wanted.

remedy has at last been discov*
It was long known in his practice can
as Dr. Pete’s Lung Food for Consumption.
It is

Vai

Boots, Shoes,

fcatisfactlon guaranteed
or money cheerfully refunded. Send for illus-

trated circular,Ac.

true

Cure.

L

11.00 for

lArceorlSfmall stump*,

staple

All our goods were bought
Money Refunded.

to D. B.

Bros.

Dealers in

enough
Penetrative to burn l?

Sale at Peter Ste-

West’i Pain King— the household reme-

The
ered.

Pend

which are always fashionable
9-8tn

(Simon

ROOTS AND ALL,
GREEN OR DRY.

Uaesimeres and which are very

popular at present

Van Duren

4-tf

FM-CLASS TOILET WATEB FOB SALE
Bollard, Web..

Much

l"

mUMQABTEL'

VAN
Holland, Mich.,

Dt

Honest Prices!

BEST S3.00 SHOE
in the city, always on hand.

promptly and

